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MESSAGE FROM THE AUDITOR GENERAL FOR
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

To the Chair and Board of the Fraser Valley Regional District:
I am pleased to present this performance audit report on the management of
emergency services by the Fraser Valley Regional District.
Our performance audits are independent, unbiased assessments, carried out in
accordance with professional standards. They aim to determine the extent to
which the area being examined has been managed with due regard to economy,
efficiency and effectiveness.
We conducted this audit in accordance with the standards for assurance
engagements set by the Auditing and Assurance Standards Board of the
Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada and under the authority of
the Auditor General for Local Government Act.
Local governments across British Columbia face a wide range of hazards. As
providers of essential services, including protective services, drinking water,
wastewater management and roads, local governments must effectively
prepare for, respond to, and recover from emergency events, protecting the
health and safety of their residents while minimizing damage to their property.
This audit reviewed emergency management processes and practices at the
Fraser Valley Regional District. This report is neither an audit of causes of past
emergency events nor an evaluation of previous emergency event responses.
In completing this work we found that the Fraser Valley Regional District
had some foundational elements of an emergency management program.
However, the audit found many aspects of the Regional District’s emergency
management program that needed to be developed or significantly strengthened, including:




Compliance
	
with the Local Government Act and emergency
management regulations
Emergency
	
management governance structure and oversight
Emergency
	
management and business continuity policies and procedures

We also acknowledge that in anticipation of this audit the Regional District had
already begun to make some changes to their program. My hope is that this
audit report will assist the Regional District in further strengthening its emergency management program and delivering value for the tax dollars it spends.
I believe there is a great deal of information here that is relevant to many other
local governments across the province that also manage emergency services.
I want to thank the Fraser Valley Regional District for its cooperation
during the performance audit process and its response to our findings and
recommendations.

Gordon Ruth, fcpa, fcga
Auditor General for Local Government

Surrey, B.C.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Local governments are a major part of British
Columbia’s public sector, providing a wide range
of critical services. Given the importance of
these services, all local governments should take
a comprehensive, coordinated and organized
approach to emergency management.

1.

Emergency management involves all levels
of government, each of which needs emergency management plans. British Columbia’s
Emergency Program Act and the Local Authority
Emergency Management Regulation set out emergency management statutory requirements for
local governments.

2.

Under the Regulation, each local government is responsible for creating local emergency
plans and guidelines that set out the priorities
and means by which it will restore essential local
government services following an emergency
or disaster. In addition, the Compensation and
Disaster Financial Assistance Regulation provides
for compensation to owners of lost or damaged
property and disaster financial assistance to
eligible claimants and local governments.

3.

We expect a local government to have effective
emergency management plans and programs. In
order to optimize restoration and recovery of
services, local governments also need to incorporate business continuity considerations when
developing plans and preparing for emergencies.

4.

WHAT WE EXAMINED
The overall purpose of the audit was to
provide an objective and independent assessment
of the effectiveness of emergency management
plans and programs in the Fraser Valley Regional
District. The period covered by the audit was
from January 1, 2018 to March 31, 2019. Our
audit also considered subsequent events significant to the continuing development of the Fraser
Valley Regional District’s emergency management
program.

We also examined the robustness of the
organization’s emergency management plans and
practices to determine whether they included
activities necessary to respond to and manage the
consequences of an emergency event in a timely
manner. Finally, we assessed whether the Fraser
Valley Regional District had developed a business continuity management system containing
recovery procedures necessary to resume critical
operations in the event of a disruption.
7.

WHAT WE FOUND
Overall, the Fraser Valley Regional District
had taken some steps toward developing an emergency management program. However, many of
the Regional District’s emergency management
processes and practices were not developed or
only partially developed. In addition, the Regional
District’s practices did not appear to fully conform
with all of its legislative responsibilities as stated
in the Local Government Act and the Emergency
Program Act.
8.

Our review indicated that the Regional
District should take steps to significantly
strengthen its emergency management and business continuity practices to be better prepared
for potential emergencies. This audit report could
serve as a roadmap for the Regional District’s
approach to continuous improvement. We aim
to provide information the Regional District can
use to effectively focus its efforts on its emergency
management program.

9.

5.

Our specific audit objectives were to assess
the alignment of the local government emergency
management system with statutory requirements
and to determine the level of statutory compliance as a starting point for the local government’s
emergency management program.

6.
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STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
Our review indicated that the Regional
District partially met its emergency management
statutory requirements:
	Fraser Valley Regional District established
several emergency measures bylaws. It had
prepared a Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability
Assessment along with local emergency
plans. It also developed a review process of
its local emergency plans. However, each of
these measures required improvements to
fully meet statutory requirements

10.

GOVERNANCE
The Regional District did not appear to fully
meet regulatory requirements under relevant legislation and regulations. The Regional District’s
emergency management program had not established and implemented an effective governance
structure to provide program oversight.

11.

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
The Regional District had some elements of an emergency
management structure, including an Electoral Area Services
Committee and Business Continuity Steering Committee, however,
these committees did not provide systematic strategic direction and
oversight over the emergency management and business continuity
program.

	Fraser Valley Regional District had not
established and maintained a governing
organization and had not prioritized essential services as required by legislation. Its
emergency support services program lacked
a formal strategy and guidelines

POLICIES
The Regional District did not appear to fully comply with the Local
Government Act. Its extended service bylaws were not sufficient
to formally provide emergency management services within its
jurisdictional area. The Regional District did not maintain separate
financial records for emergency management services extended to
electoral areas.
REPORTING
The Regional District’s reporting to the Board on emergency
management was ad-hoc and event-driven. The Board did not
receive regular reports on the progress or needs of the program.

POLICY DIRECTION
The Regional District had an outdated emergency measures bylaw.
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION
The Regional District had a policy requiring it to have an Emergency
Planning Committee. However, it had not established this committee
and ultimately did not have an emergency management organization.
RISK ASSESSMENT AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANS
The Regional District had completed a Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability
Assessment. However, the assessment did not consistently identify
the impacts of hazards on individuals and property in electoral
areas. The Regional District’s organizational emergency plan,
including eight supplementary response plans, was not informed by
the risk assessment and primarily focused on emergency response
activities rather than all four phases of emergency management.
EMERGENCY PLAN PROVISIONS
The Regional District provided opportunities for emergency
management training and exercises and established some
procedures for resource allocation, plan implementation and
public notification. However, it had not developed a formal training
and exercise program for emergency management personnel and
volunteers and lacked detailed public notification procedures.
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLAN REVIEW PROCESS
The Regional District had established an emergency management
plan review process. However, it had not followed this process and
had not reviewed its emergency or supplementary plans on a regular
basis.

PLANNING AND RESOURCING
The Regional District implemented some
emergency planning and management practices to
facilitate its response to emergencies and disasters;
however, its emergency management documentation was inconsistent, not well-maintained and
several aspects of emergency management planning had not been developed.

12.

RISK ASESSMENT
The Regional District developed a risk assessment. However, it did
not regularly review or update its risk profile or use it to inform
emergency plans.
PLANS
The Regional District’s local emergency and supplementary plans
focused primarily on the response phase of an emergency and
provided minimal guidance on the prevention/mitigation or recovery
phases of emergency management.

EMERGENCY SUPPORT SERVICES STRATEGY
Although the Regional District had established an emergency
support services team to provide relief during an emergency, it had
not developed a strategy or plan for these services.

EVACUATION STRATEGY
The Regional District had developed an evacuation planning and
implementation tool. However, it was outdated and had not been
integrated with local emergency plans to provide effective processes
for responders before, during and after an emergency.

PRIORITIZATION OF ESSENTIAL SERVICES RESTORATION
The Regional District had not formally identified essential services
and critical infrastructure or prioritized their restoration.

EXPECTATION MET
EXPECTATION PARTIALLY MET
EXPECTATION NOT MET
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PLANNING AND RESOURCING
(CONTINUED)
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE
The Regional District had a primary Emergency Operations Centre
and was in the process of creating a secondary one. However,
documentation stating roles, responsibilities and authorities for
activating and deactivating the centre was inconsistent.
COMMUNICATION
The Regional District identified some emergency communication and
information requirements. However, it did not regularly review its
communications plans. Guidelines were not comprehensive and were
not consistently referenced across the Regional District’s emergency
management documentation.
COORDINATION
The Regional District had established working relationships with
some stakeholders and had several mutual aid agreements related
to fire protection. It had not taken an active role across the region to
facilitate regional emergency management coordination.
VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT
The Regional District had not established a volunteer management
strategy, including one for emergency support services.
DEBRIS MANAGEMENT
The Regional District had not developed a formal debris
management plan to manage and coordinate the timely removal
of debris as a result of disasters such as ice storms, floods and
seismic events.
BUSINESS CONTINUITY
The Regional District recognized the importance of business
continuity planning and had begun developing a business continuity
framework. However, its business continuity management program
was only partially developed.
RESOURCING
The Regional District had established financial management controls
to support emergency planning, including processes to apply for
relevant grants, request external financial assistance and assess
budget needs. However, the Regional District lacked a process to
track staff and volunteer time spent on emergency management,
which would enable it to fully understand staffing needs.

EXERCISING AND TESTING
The Regional District had not developed a formal exercise and
testing program.
The Regional District conducted five exercises in the last three years.
The exercises were of various types and were designed based on
seasonal hazards and staff’s local knowledge, rather than identified
risks and corporate priorities.
The Regional District had debriefing notes for some exercises.
However, the Regional District did not have formal processes for
post-exercise debriefing or creating follow-up action plans that
would address lessons learned.

PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER
AWARENESS AND EDUCATION
The Regional District used its website, social media and community
events to educate the public on emergency preparedness and its
emergency services. However, it had not distributed published
materials to the public or assessed the effectiveness of its
engagement strategies.
The Regional District promoted its emergency support services and
volunteer firefighting program to the public.

MAINTENANCE AND CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
The Regional District made some improvements to its emergency
management program. However, it did not use learnings from
exercises or response activities to revise its processes.
The Regional District had not established any formal review
processes to measure the performance of its emergency
management program and did not report on the program’s results to
internal and external stakeholders.

TRAINING
The Regional District had not developed a formal training program,
including specific training requirements for personnel with
emergency management duties and responsibilities.
The Regional District provided opportunities for emergency
management training to all emergency personnel, but did not
identify any training requirements or competencies for emergency
personnel and volunteers.
The Regional District had not developed a process to ensure
all Emergency Operations Centre personnel were adequately
cross-trained and able to fulfil backup roles, although some staff
informally cross-trained themselves by switching roles.
The Regional District maintained staff training records. However,
these records were not regularly updated.
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Exhibit 1 – RECOMMENDATIONS

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
1. The Fraser Valley Regional District should

strengthen its emergency management program
by ensuring it is consistently compliant with
statutory requirements set out in the Emergency
Program Act and Local Authority Emergency
Management Regulation:
Policy Direction – Establish and maintain a
formal emergency management organization
Emergency Management Organization
Coordination – Establish formal accountabilities
and responsibilities for the emergency
coordinator and ensure emergency
management program documentation is
updated to reflect these
Risk Assessment – Regularly assess
community risks and hazards and ensure
plans address identified risks
Review Process
– Review and revise the process by which
emergency plans are reviewed to ensure that
it is consistent with the policy and other
emergency management documentation
–		Implement a process to regularly review
emergency plans to ensure they are updated
to address changing risks, organizational
needs and priorities
Emergency Support Services – Develop an
emergency support services strategy and
plan that effectively supports the emergency
management program and considers
assistance that could be provided by
non-government organizations
Essential Services Restoration – Formally
identify essential services and establish
priorities for restoring these services.
Communicate to service providers about
priorities for restoring essential services not
provided by the Regional District that might
be interrupted during an emergency or disaster

AUDIT REPORT 2019/20

GOVERNANCE
2. The Fraser Valley Regional District should

update its emergency management bylaws
following leading practices. It should ensure
bylaws are in compliance with statutory requirements and implemented in practice as intended.
As part of its bylaw improvement process, the
Fraser Valley Regional District should review its
emergency management governance structure and
processes to ensure the Regional District provides
effective oversight and support for its emergency
management program. The Regional District
should:
Establish a fully functioning internal oversight
body, such as an Executive Committee and
Emergency Planning Committee, to set policy
direction, strategic priorities and oversight
of the emergency management program
Establish working groups tasked with fulfiling
certain aspects of the program
Develop terms of reference for
emergency-related committees
Formally identify specific responsibilities and
accountabilities for the Manager of Electoral
Area Emergency Services
Ensure that accounting practices are
compliant with statutory requirements

STATUTORY REQUIREMENT
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING
3. The Fraser Valley Regional District should
strengthen its emergency risk assessment and
management processes by:
Establishing a formal and regular risk
assessment and review process in each
electoral area, identifying the impacts of these
risks in a consistent way and incorporating
them into the consolidated Hazard, Risk and
Vulnerability Assessment. The assessment
should consolidate all the risks and hazards
identified across various documents and
inform emergency management planning
Reporting to the Board and other bodies
charged with emergency management
program oversight on changes in risks and
hazards faced by its communities, including
mitigation strategies to address them

4. The Fraser Valley Regional District should

strengthen its emergency plans, including supplementary plans and procedures, and ensure the plans:
Address all four phases of emergency
management, including mitigation/prevention,
preparedness, response and recovery
Align with the Regional District’s current
emergency management priorities, hazards
and resources
Have information and procedures that are
consistent, cross-referenced and easily accessible
The Regional District should ensure all emergency
management personnel are familiar with its emergency plans and procedures.

5. The Fraser Valley Regional District should
strengthen its approach to managing evacuations
following leading practices. This should include:
Continuing to develop detailed evacuation
planning within prioritized electoral areas

6. The Fraser Valley Regional District should
improve the effectiveness of its Emergency
Operations Centres by:
Ensuring that emergency documentation lists
all the locations and available resources of
Emergency Operations Centres, including
functional and departmental emergency plans
Aligning Emergency Operations Centre
roles and responsibilities in emergency
documentation and ensuring that relevant
staff are familiar with their functions during
emergency activations and deactivations
Communicating with and training staff to
be aware of critical resources and emergency
documentation at the Emergency Operations
Centres and designating appropriate
alternatives or backups as necessary

7. The Fraser Valley Regional District should
strengthen
its
processes by:

emergency

communication

Regularly reviewing and updating its
emergency communications plans and
guidelines to ensure they are comprehensive
and reflect available resources
Ensuring internal and external communication
processes and designated information
personnel are consistently identified and
described in emergency plans and other
documentation
Raising staff awareness of emergency
communication processes and authorities
through activities such as training and
exercises
Ensuring that a hard copy of all relevant
documentation is kept at the primary
Emergency Operations Centre and can be
easily retrieved electronically when needed

Augmenting established regional evacuation
plans by identifying potential evacuation routes,
assembly points and transportation resources
Ensuring evacuation plans are scalable to
allow flexibility

AUDITOR GENERAL FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT
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8. The Fraser Valley Regional District should
strengthen its coordination with relevant parties
on emergency management by:
Considering a more proactive role at the
regional level, through the newly proposed
Fraser Valley Regional Emergency Planners
Committee, or other regional body, to share
and coordinate emergency management
planning, resources and expertise with
municipal partners, First Nations and other
partners

Collaborating with other local governments
in developing the business continuity program
to exchange ideas, lessons learned and good
practices
Ensuring that the Regional District’s Business
Continuity Committee follows its terms of
reference
Formally identifying a business continuity
program champion and defining roles and
responsibilities for this individual

Establishing partnerships and mutual aid
agreements with nearby local governments,
First Nations and relevant stakeholders

Developing staff competencies and providing
training required for developing and
implementing a business continuity program

Establishing a formal agreement with the
Cultus Lake Park Board that clarifies the
authority and responsibility of the Fraser
Valley Regional District to provide and
coordinate emergency management services
within the park

Identifying ongoing resources and support
required for the business continuity program
and incorporating it into the budget

Establishing formal agreements with suppliers
and contractors to secure emergency supplies
and resources
Raising staff awareness of their roles and
responsibilities in different committees
Developing and implementing a volunteer
management strategy that engages volunteer
members with appropriate training and
effectively utilizes volunteer resources,
including support that could be provided by
non-government organizations

9. The Fraser Valley Regional District should

consider collaborating with member municipalities, First Nations and neighbouring local
governments to develop a debris management
plan that supports recovery from an emergency
and increases community resilience.

10. The Fraser Valley Regional District should

continue to strengthen its business continuity
program to facilitate the timely recovery of critical
business services by:
Strengthening its business continuity policy
and completing its business continuity plan
following leading practices, Emergency
Management BC recommendations and
internally established timelines

AUDIT REPORT 2019/20

Establishing formal service agreements with
suppliers and service providers to guarantee
priority service during emergencies
Aligning all departmental emergency response
and recovery plans and procedures to
incorporate established business continuity
processes

RESOURCING
11. The Fraser Valley Regional District should

identify all relevant costs associated with its emergency management program, including staff and
volunteer time spent on emergency management,
in order to have a better understanding of full
program costs and ensure the Regional District’s
budget accurately reflects the total program cost.
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TRAINING
12. The Fraser Valley Regional District should

adopt a holistic approach to emergency management training and develop a program, including
a multi-year training plan for its staff and elected
officials, that formally identifies training requirements and focuses on increasing proficiencies
required for the success of its emergency management program.

PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER AWARENESS
AND EDUCATION
14. The Fraser Valley Regional District should

strengthen public awareness and education of
emergency management by:
Formally assigning responsibility to a
particular individual for raising public
awareness and developing educational
materials on emergency management
Identifying short-term and long-term priorities
for public awareness and education
Ensuring public awareness and educational
materials are released in a timely manner

EXERCISING AND TESTING
13. The Fraser Valley Regional District should

Considering smaller neighbourhood/
community awareness and preparedness
initiatives, given the large geographic area

adopt a strategic approach to exercising its emergency management program by:
Developing an exercise plan that is aligned
with training needs and supports and validates
the effectiveness of emergency response and
business continuity recovery plans
Implementing an exercise planning and design
process to ensure emergency and business
continuity exercises and learning objectives
align with organizational risks and priorities
Debriefing upon completion of an exercise or
actual response to an emergency and creating
action plans that follow up on lessons learned
Considering opportunities to participate in
provincial-level emergency exercises, such
as the Exercise Coastal Response tentatively
scheduled for 2022

Fraser Valley Regional District staff should
continue conducting progressive, smaller, in-house
exercises to further increase familiarity with roles
and responsibilities and to validate emergency
plans in preparation for and to augment larger
scale joint exercises.

MAINTENANCE AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
15. As part of a continuous improvement process,

the Fraser Valley Regional District should
improve data collection, analysis, monitoring and
reporting on its emergency management program.
This should include:
A performance measurement system
that assesses progress toward emergency
management objectives
Monitoring of progress
Regular and timely reporting to senior
management, the Board and the public
on results

AUDITOR GENERAL FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT
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INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of a performance audit conducted by the Auditor General for
Local Government of British Columbia (aglg)
under the authority of the Auditor General for
Local Government Act. The audit was performed
in accordance with the standards for assurance
engagements set out by the Chartered Professional
Accountants of Canada (see About the Audit
section in this report).

13.

Local governments are a major part of British
Columbia’s public sector. They provide critical
services such as land use control, drinking water and
wastewater services, roads and sidewalks, public
safety and parks and recreation facilities. Given the
importance of these services, all local governments
should establish a comprehensive, coordinated and
organized approach to emergency management.

14.

As part of the office of the aglg’s 2017/18
risk-based audit planning process, we identified
emergency management as highly relevant and
significant. This is due to the operational, reputational and financial risks local governments may
encounter when preparing for, responding to and
recovering from a significant emergency event.

15.

Some risks include resourcing and capacity
constraints that can affect a local government’s
ability to develop and implement comprehensive emergency management programs, low levels
of awareness across organizations of emergency
response measures and insufficient knowledge of
procedures necessary for the effective and efficient
recovery of essential services. These risks can negatively impact residents and the local economy.

16.

We selected the Fraser Valley Regional District
and three other local governments to be audited
on this topic. The other local governments selected
for this audit topic were the Town of Sidney, the
Capital Regional District and the District of
Mission. We selected these auditees based on
their varying size, geographic locations, type and
individual community characteristics, including
the impact of potential hazards and risks facing
each local government and its residents. We may
conduct more audits on emergency management in
the future, as this is an important service area for
local governments.

17.

AUDIT REPORT 2019/20

The purpose of this performance audit was to
assess the effectiveness of the emergency management practices of the Fraser Valley Regional
District, identify opportunities for improvement
and highlight good practices.

18.

We assessed the Regional District’s performance in two areas: emergency management and
business continuity management. This audit
considered what local governments are required by
provincial legislation to have in place, as well as
good practices that can add to the robustness of
emergency services, including governance, policies
and procedures, communication, training and exercising, monitoring and reporting. In carrying out
our work, we acknowledge the considerable differences in size and capacity across British Columbia’s
local governments. We take these differences into
account in identifying and applying our audit
criteria.

19.

Our findings are based on our review of
relevant documentation and data, interviews with
key local government management, staff, elected
officials and a range of other stakeholders and
observational visits to some facilities. The period
covered by the audit was from January 1, 2018
to March 31, 2019. Our audit also considered
subsequent events significant to the development
of the Fraser Valley Regional District’s emergency
management program.

20.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
21. As shown in Exhibit 2, emergency management
is a shared responsibility of all levels of government
and all are required to have emergency management
plans. British Columbia’s Emergency Program Act
and the Local Authority Emergency Management
Regulation set out legislative directions on emergency management for B.C.’s local governments.
Under the Regulation, each local government –
including municipalities and regional districts – is
responsible for developing local emergency plans
and guidelines.

Exhibit 2 – ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT

LEGISLATION /REGULATION

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Local Authority Emergency
Management Regulation
(part of the Emergency
Program Act )

The majority of emergencies
are handled at the local level.

PROVINCIAL
The local government may call
on the provincial government
for assistance if the scale,
complexity or duration of the
emergency threatens to exhaust
local government resources.

The federal government can
become involved in an emergency
where it has primary jurisdiction
and responsibility and/or when it
receives requests for assistance
from the provincial government
due to the scope of the emergency
and/or capacity limitations.

Emergency Program Act
Emergency
Management BC, a
division of the Ministry
of Public Safety &
Solicitor General

FEDERAL

Emergency Program Management
Regulation
Other provincial legislation and
regulations including:
Environmental Protection Act
Public Health Act
Water Act
Wildfire Act
Transportation regulations

Emergencies Act
Emergency Management Act

Emergency Management BC
As the provincial government’s lead coordinating agency for provincial emergency management activities, Emergency Management BC provides executive coordination,
strategic planning and multi-agency facilitation. It strives to develop effective working relationships in an increasingly complex emergency management environment.
Emergency Management BC works in collaboration with local governments, First Nations, federal departments, non-government organizations and volunteers to
support all phases of emergency management.

AUDITOR GENERAL FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT
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Emergency Management BC has developed the
British Columbia Emergency Management System
(2016), which consists of four phases of emergency
management: mitigation/prevention, preparedness, response and recovery. Given Emergency
Management BC’s leading role in the province,
many of our audit criteria and measurements are
drawn from that agency’s publications.1

22.

FOUR PHASES OF B.C.’S EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

MITIGATION & PREVENTION
Mitigation/prevention activities are intended to help local governments
reduce the potential impact of an emergency incident on the health, safety
and security of residents, as well as damage to property and the environment.
Activities may include flood mapping and zoning restrictions, the building of
flood dikes, berms and other physical barriers, forest fuel management and
earthquake-proof construction of capital projects.

MITIGATION & PREVENTION

PREPAREDNESS

PREPAREDNESS

RECOVERY

Preparedness includes actions taken in advance in order to be ready to
respond to an emergency incident and manage its consequences. These may
include emergency response plans, mutual assistance agreements, resource
inventories and training, equipment and exercise programs.

RESPONSE
RESPONSE

Emergency management response consists of actions taken during or
immediately before or after an emergency incident to manage the impact
through activities such as evacuation, emergency public communication,
search and rescue and emergency medical assistance. The goal is to minimize human suffering associated with emergency incidents.

RECOVERY
Source: Emergency Management BC web content

1

Recovery following an emergency incident includes steps taken to repair or
restore infrastructure and services to a minimum operating level and, over the
longer term, to a state of “new normal.” These measures may include return
of evacuees, reconstruction and repair of damaged structures and possible
provision of financial assistance to affected and eligible individuals.
Robust guidelines and emergency response and recovery planning can improve
response and recovery time and lessen the impact on and costs to a community
in times of disaster. It is vitally important that these plans are carefully laid
out and regularly updated.

British Columbia Emergency Management System published in 2016 and Emergency Management in B.C.: Reference Manual, published in 2011.
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT
Local governments depend on critical services
and supplies to ensure their community’s survival
and resilience during and after any type of disruptive
event. Local governments aim to avoid injury and
still meet their established obligations.

23.

Business continuity management is a proactive,
ongoing process that helps ensure critical services
(for example, drinking water, wastewater and
protective services) are delivered during and after
disruptions. It requires a local government to meet
immediate and long-term organizational objectives
by identifying where and how to allocate resources,
considering the impact of a disruption on all its
services and preparing for recovery and restoration. Effective business continuity management
has several phases, as indicated in the diagram to
the right.

ASSESS RISK

24.

Business continuity does not eliminate risks,
but instead helps communities manage them by
preparing for potential business interruption using
risk solutions, documented plans, staff training and
exercises and a culture of continuous improvement.

25.

Often, organizations focus on emergency
management planning to keep communities safe;
however, business continuity planning is equally
important, prioritizing critical services for recovery
so operations can return to normal as quickly as
possible during disruptions.

26.

We selected the international standard ISO
Chapter 22301 Business Continuity Management
(2012) as an authoritative source of audit criteria
in this area.

27.

RESPOND

PLAN

EXERCISE

PREPARE

Source: Adapted from A Guide to Business Continuity Planning, (2018)
Public Safety Canada

ASSESS RISK
Identify organizational priorities and critical services that may be impacted by
disruptions (business impact analysis)

PLAN
Develop business continuity plans and risk mitigation strategies based on
impact analysis that detail ways to ensure critical services are delivered at a
minimum service level within tolerable down times

PREPARE
Familiarize relevant staff with business continuity plans by ensuring personnel
are trained and knowledgeable about responsibilities and alternate facilities
or service providers are pre-arranged

EXERCISE
Validate business continuity plans through exercises and tests to maintain
high levels of competence and readiness and adjust plans as necessary based
on learnings

RESPOND
Execute plans during disruptions, with a goal to recover and restore operations, facilities and identified critical services within target timeframes

AUDITOR GENERAL FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT
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OUR EXPECTATIONS BASED ON THE AUDIT CRITERIA

We expect a local government to incorporate the
following key elements of an emergency management
program into its plans and practices:
 overnance and statutory requirements, including
G
structures, systems and processes necessary
to ensure the local government meets all legal
requirements
Planning with a focus on addressing major hazards
and risks
 esourcing that considers personnel and volunR
teers, facilities, equipment and supplies
Training targeted to staff, key stakeholders and the
public

We also expect a local government to incorporate
the following key elements of a business continuity
management system into its plans and practices:
Governance, through a framework of leadership,
commitment, objectives, policies and procedures,
that supports business continuity
 usiness impact analysis, to gain an understanding
B
of the potential consequences faced by the local
government because of business disruptions
Business continuity plan with recovery strategies
that maximize the delivery of essential services
and functions

Exercising and testing of plans and procedures

Training and awareness to ensure proficiency
in business recovery practices and promote an
understanding of everyone’s involvement

Public and stakeholder engagement designed to
promote awareness and education

E xercises and testing to validate business recovery
strategies and procedures

 aintenance and continuous improvement, including
M
ongoing review and revision of the emergency
management program

 eview and revision, with an emphasis on
R
continuous improvement

AUDIT REPORT 2019/20

Performance measurement to assess the
effectiveness of the business continuity
management system, including the plan
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CONTEXT
FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT
The Fraser Valley Regional District includes
municipalities and electoral areas in the eastern part
of the lower mainland in southwestern B.C., between
Metro Vancouver and the Okanagan Similkameen
Regional District. The Fraser Valley Regional
District was incorporated in December 1995.

28.

This region is the third most populated in B.C.,
behind only Metro Vancouver and the Capital
Regional District. The population of the region
grew from 277,593 in 2011 to 295,934 in 2016,
an increase of 6.6 per cent over five years.

29.

The municipalities and electoral areas in the
Fraser Valley Regional District and their populations are stated in Exhibit 4. The population of
the electoral areas increased by four per cent from
9,902 in 2011 to 10,328 in 2016.

30.

Exhibit 3 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT’S VISUAL FACTS (INCLUDING ELECTORAL AREAS A TO H)

POPULATION 295,934 AREA 13,335 SQ. KM INCORPORATED IN 1995
Fraser Valley Regional District head office

SquamishLilooet RD

ThompsonNicola RD

A

C
F

OkanaganSimilkameen RD

Hope
Harrison HS
Mission

G

Metro Vancouver

B

Kent

Abbotsford

Chilliwack

H

D
E

USA
Source: 2016 census, BC Stats
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Exhibit 4 – MUNICIPALITIES AND ELECTORAL AREAS IN THE FRASER
VALLEY
JURISDICTIONS

AREA

2011

2016 % CHANGE

(SQ.KM)

POPULATION*

POPULATION

2011-2016

		City – Abbotsford

375.55

133,497

141,397

6%

		City – Chilliwack

261.65

77,936

83,788

8%

		District – Hope

40.95

5,969

6,181

4%

		District – Kent

193.70

5,664

6,067

7%

		District – Mission

227.65

36,426

38,833

7%

5.57

1,468

1,468

0%

1,105.07

260,960

277,734

6%

		Electoral Area A

2,328.57

437

405

(7%)

		Electoral Area B

3,087.25

721

915

27%

		Electoral Area C

3,668.39

973

1,023

5%

		Electoral Area D

219.70

1,346

1,529

14%

		Electoral Area E

640.50

1,589

1,540

(3%)

		Electoral Area F

2,018.00

1,303

1,293

(1%)

		Electoral Area G**

97.11

1,764

1,776

1%

		Electoral Area H**

109.06

1,769

1,847

4%

Total – Electoral Areas 12,168.58

9,902

10,328

4%

86.50

6,731

7,872

17%

13,360.15

277,593

295,934

7%

		Village – H arrison Hot
Springs
Total – Municipalities

Total – Indian Reserve
Total – Fraser Valley
Region

THE FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT’S
ROLE IN EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
The Fraser Valley Regional District is responsible
for emergency management in the Regional District’s
eight electoral areas and works in collaboration
with municipalities in the region and other levels of
government to support emergency management.

34.

HAZARDS
The Fraser Valley Regional District faces a
number of vulnerabilities and risks. Given its vast
areas covered by forest, the region is subject to
wildfire risks. In addition, the region faces a risk of
flood along the Fraser River. Exhibit 5 identifies the
top three risks for each electoral area.

35.

Exhibit 5 – ELECTORAL AREAS’ TOP THREE RISKS AND HAZARDS

A

C

Note: *Population figures exclude people residing on Indian Reserves.
Source: 2016 Census, BC Stats

F

The Fraser Valley as a whole had a relatively
young population with 82 per cent under the age
of 65. The average age of residents in the Regional
District was 40.9 in 2016, lower than the provincial average of 42.3. The average age of residents in
the electoral areas was 47.5.

31.

There are 30 First Nations within the area
covered by the Fraser Valley Regional District, with
a total of 146 urban and rural reserves. In addition, there are 25 other First Nations with varying
degrees of interest in the region.

erifdliW

Mission

G

Kent

D

gnidoolF H

Wildfire

E

elciheV rotoM
tnediccA

Legend
Legend

B

Chilliwack

Abbotsford

32.

The Board governing Fraser Valley Regional
District consists of 23 elected members, including
eight directors elected by residents in the electoral
areas and 15 appointed from municipal councils.
The Regional District’s head office is located in the
City of Chilliwack (see Exhibit 3).

Hope
Harrison
Hot Springs
LegenddnegeL

ehcnalavA

Flooding
Motor Vehicle
Accident
Avalanche

Wildfire
tnediccA liaR
Wildfire

Rail Accident

edilsdnaL
Flooding
Flooding

Landslide

isolpxE
MotornoVehicle
skaeL dna
Motor
Vehicle
Accident
Accident
suodrazaH
Avalanche
lairetaM
Avalanche

Explosion
and Leaks

33.

Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation

Rail Accident
Rail Accident
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Landslide
Landslide

Hazardous
Material
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In addition to the hazards identified in Exhibit 5,
the Regional District identified other priority risks
including: interface and structural fire, aircraft crash
(Hope Airpark and Boston Bar Emergency Landing
Strip), water contamination, extreme winter atmosphere event and dangerous goods incident.

36.

WATER, SEWER AND SOLID WASTE
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Fraser Valley Regional District operates 14
water systems, which supply water to regional
communities, as well as four sewer systems (see
Exhibit 6). The Regional District was in the process
of acquiring two additional sewer systems and
expected to have them in place by early 2020.

37.

The Regional District and its member municipalities owned and operated five solid waste facilities:

38.

	Four waste transfer stations – Harrison Mills,
Sylvester Road, Sunshine Valley and
Hemlock Valley
	One landfill – Chaumox Landfill, owned
and operated by Boston Bar “Area A”
Landfill Society
Exhibit 6 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT WATER AND SEWER SYSTEMS
ELECTORAL AREA/
MEMBER MUNICIPALITY

WATER SYSTEM

NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS

WATER SOURCE

Boston Bar Water System
North Bend Water System
Dogwood Valley Water System
Yale Water System
Morris Valley Water System
Lake Errock Water System

135
45
23
125
4
85

Surface Water
Surface Water
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater

Electoral Area D

Area D Integrated Water System

240

Groundwater

Electoral Area E

Bell Acres Water System

40

Groundwater

Electoral Area F

Hatzic Water System

140

Groundwater

Deroche Water System
Dewdney Community Water System
Cultus Lake Integrated
Water System

60
3

Groundwater
Groundwater

500

Groundwater

City of Chilliwack

Vedder River Campground

Recreational use

Groundwater

District of Hope

Hope Regional Airpark

Recreational use

Groundwater

ELECTORAL AREA

SEWER SYSTEM

NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS

Electoral Area A

North Bend Sewer System

45

Electoral Area C

Morris Valley Sewer System

225

Electoral Area E

Baker Trails Wastewater Treatment Plant

400

Electoral Area H

Cultus Lake Park Board Sewer System

500

Electoral Area A
Electoral Area B
Electoral Area C

Electoral Area G
Electoral Area H

Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation
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FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The overall purpose of this audit was to
provide an objective, independent examination
of the Fraser Valley Regional District’s emergency
management program. Specifically, we set out to
determine whether – during the period covered by
the audit – the Regional District had:

39.

	An emergency management system in alignment with statutory requirements
	Emergency management plans that included
activities necessary to respond to an emergency event in a timely manner and manage
its consequences
	A business continuity management system
containing the recovery procedures necessary
to resume critical operations in the event of a
disruption
While the Regional District did have some
elements of an emergency management program, it
only partially met the expectations included in our
audit objectives:

40.

	The Regional District did not appear to fully
comply with the Local Government Act. The
Regional District’s extended service bylaws
were not sufficient to formally provide emergency management services within electoral
areas. In addition, the Regional District
did not maintain separate financial records
for services extended to electoral areas, as
required by provincial statutes
	The Regional District only partially complied
with statutory requirements set by emergency
management regulations
	The Regional District did not have an
effective emergency management governance
structure and processes in place
	Almost all of the Regional District’s emergency management and business continuity
planning processes were either not developed
or required significant improvements

AUDIT REPORT 2019/20

To ensure the delivery of its emergency management services and be better prepared for any future
disruptive events, Fraser Valley Regional District
should review and revise its emergency service
regime to ensure it is fully compliant with the Local
Government Act and emergency management
regulations and establish an effective emergency
management program governance structure and
processes. The Regional District should consider
bringing emergency management and business
continuity together and developing a strategic
and cohesive approach supported by revised or
new bylaws and comprehensive plans that include
program goals and objectives.

41.

As the Regional District continues to develop
its emergency management program and business
continuity efforts, we encourage it to reach out and
collaborate with other local governments and First
Nations. The Regional District could benefit from
referring to and utilizing leading practices from the
Province, other local governments and other agencies as it builds on its emergency management and
business continuity activities.

42.
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EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
PLANNING

RESOURCING

TRAINING

EXERCISING
AND TESTING

PUBLIC AND
STAKEHOLDER
AWARENESS AND
EDUCATION

Met

Partially Met

MAINTENANCE
AND CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
Local governments are responsible for
complying with statutory requirements set out in
the Emergency Program Act and Local Authority
Emergency Management Regulation.

43.

44. Overall, our review indicated that the Fraser
Valley Regional District only partially met its emergency management statutory requirements.

The Regional District established several emergency management bylaws, prepared a community
risk assessment and local emergency plans and
developed a review process of its local emergency
plans. However, each of these foundational, statutory elements needed improvement.

45.

The Regional District did not establish and
maintain a governing organization, lacked guidelines for emergency support services and did not
formally identify essential services or establish
priorities for restoring such services.

46.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

Not Met

Policy Direction
Emergency Management Organization
Risk Assessment and Emergency Management Plans
Emergency Management Plan Provisions
Emergency Management Plans Review Process
Emergency Support Services Strategy
Prioritization of Essential Services Restoration

STATUTORY REQUIREMENT

POLICY DIRECTION

The legislation requires local governments to set policy direction to guide
their emergency management program, as well as to support business
continuity of their essential services.

Our review indicated that Fraser Valley
Regional District partially met this statutory
requirement.2 While the Regional District set
policy direction to guide its emergency management program, it had not fully followed this policy.

47.

Emergency Program Act, s. 6(3) and Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation, s. 2(2) and 2(3)(g) and (h)

2
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The Regional District’s Emergency Measures
Regulatory Bylaw No. 127 was adopted in 1997
and was meant to guide its emergency management
program. It authorized the establishment of the
Regional District’s emergency management organization, defined required emergency planning activities
and assigned emergency management program oversight responsibilities to an Emergency Planning
Committee, an emergency coordinator and the Board.

48.

However, the Regional District did not fully
follow the bylaw’s requirements. The Regional
District had not established an emergency management organization to provide ongoing oversight and
direction to its emergency management program.
This is discussed later in the Governance section of
this report. In addition, the bylaw did not consider
business continuity of the Regional District’s essential services.
49.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENT

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
ORGANIZATION

The legislation requires local governments to establish an emergency
management organization to develop and implement emergency plans
and other emergency preparedness, response and recovery measures for
emergencies and disasters.

Our review indicated that Fraser Valley
Regional District did not meet this statutory
requirement.3 Although the Regional District had
mandated an emergency management organization
composed of the Board, an Emergency Planning
Committee and an emergency coordinator, through
its Emergency Measures Bylaw (No. 127, 1997), it
had not established or maintained such an emergency management organization. In practice, the
Regional District’s Board and Electoral Area
Services Committee provided limited oversight and
direction to its emergency management program.

50.

FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD
The Regional District Board established a policy
direction in 1997 by approving the Emergency
Measures Bylaw (No. 127, 1997). The bylaw
established several Board responsibilities relating
to oversight of its emergency management organization, including approving amendments to the
Emergency Planning Committee’s terms of reference and appointing an emergency coordinator. In
practice, however, the Board’s involvement with the
emergency management program, with the exception of approving the emergency services budget,
was ad-hoc and event-driven (see Governance
section in this report).

51.

Emergency Program Act, s. 6(3)

3
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FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT
EMERGENCY PLANNING COMMITTEE
The Regional District’s Emergency Measures
Bylaw (No. 127, 1997) mandated establishing and
maintaining an Emergency Planning Committee.
The bylaw identified and delegated to this committee
tasks to develop and implement emergency plans
and other preparedness, response and recovery
measures. In practice, however, the Regional District
had not established or maintained an Emergency
Planning Committee. The Regional District provided
limited oversight and direction over its emergency
management program, leaving many of these tasks
incomplete, as noted throughout this report.
52.

EMERGENCY PROGRAM COORDINATOR
According to its Emergency Measures Bylaw
(No. 127, 1997), the Regional District Board should
appoint an emergency coordinator to oversee its
emergency management program, as directed by the
Emergency Planning Committee. In the absence of a
Committee, the Regional District had not defined the
role and responsibilities of an emergency coordinator
in any of its position descriptions. In practice, the
Manager of Electoral Area Emergency Services took
on the role of emergency coordination, in addition

53.
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to responsibilities for the overall management of the
Regional District’s emergency management program,
administration of the Regional District’s volunteer
fire departments and serving as Emergency Support
Services Director (see Exhibit 7).
STATUTORY REQUIREMENT

RISK ASSESSMENT AND
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANS

The legislation requires local governments to develop an emergency
plan outlining preparedness, response and recovery activities
based on the risk profile.

EMERGENCY PROGRAM
COORDINATOR
Leading practice for local governments is to hire a
full-time dedicated Emergency Program Coordinator
to whom the Board delegates responsibility. This
coordinator is the key organizational contact for
emergency management and should have direct
access to the Chief Administrative Officer and other
key decision-makers.
The coordinator leads the development of response
plans, business continuity plans and supports
communications plans and ensures staff are
adequately trained and plans are routinely exercised
so that staff are familiar with their roles and
responsibilities.
Having a dedicated coordinator, even if part-time, is
critical for local governments to respond quickly and
effectively in an emergency. Where a local government
cannot (or chooses not to) hire an Emergency
Program Coordinator, the Council/Board is responsible
for dealing with emergencies. This is not ideal. It
is also not ideal to have the Chief Administrative
Officer or fire chief serve as the Emergency Program
Coordinator. Among other issues, conflicts of interest
can arise when individuals with other significant
responsibilities in the organization (such as the daily
operation of the fire department or supervising other
public safety areas) are also tasked with emergency
program coordination.
Local governments that find it difficult to hire a
full-time program coordinator may want to consider
creative arrangements such as sharing a full-time
coordinator with another (nearby) municipality, First
Nation or regional district.

Our review indicated that Fraser Valley
Regional District partially met this statutory requirement.4 The Regional District assessed its risks and
hazards and prepared an organizational emergency
plan. However, its risk profile was not comprehensive and was outdated. The Regional District did
not use its risk profile to develop local emergency
plans and focused primarily on the response phase
of emergency management with little guidance on
preparedness, planning and recovery.

54.

RISK ASSESSMENT
The Regional District’s Emergency Measures
Bylaw (No. 127, 1997) provided direction for
an Emergency Planning Committee to prepare
and submit a list of hazards, indicating their risk
occurrence, annually to the Board for review and
approval. However, the Regional District had not
completed this task.

55.

The Regional District developed a Hazard,
Risk and Vulnerability Assessment for all of its electoral areas in 2007. In 2017, the Regional District
updated the document, however, despite it being
more than ten years old, the update only included
changes to the demographic profiles of all electoral
areas, with no significant changes to its community
risk profile. Although the assessment identified
numerous hazards facing the Regional District’s
eight electoral areas, it was not consistent in identifying the impacts that those hazards may have
on individuals and property (see Risk Assessment
section in this report on page 36).

56.

The Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Assessment
did not substantively inform emergency plan(s) and
staff confirmed that the assessment did not guide
emergency planning activities.

57.

Source: Improving Local Government Emergency Management
(2018), Auditor General for Local Government Perspectives Booklet

Emergency Program Act, s. 6(2) and Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation 2(1)(b)

4
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EMERGENCY PLANS
The Regional District developed an organizational emergency plan, the Emergency Management
Response and Recovery Plan, in 2013. The plan
largely provided guidelines on response to emergencies and disasters, including a description of duties
and responsibilities for key Emergency Operations
Centre personnel and high-level response activities
for a variety of hazards. The plan provided limited or
no guidance on preparedness and recovery activities.

58.

The Regional District had also developed some
supplementary emergency plans, which addressed
both operational and hazard-specific response
guidelines. However, we noted several gaps associated with these documents (see Emergency Response
Planning section in this report on page 38).

59.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENT

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLAN PROVISIONS
The legislation requires the following in a local
government’s emergency plan:
Provisions

for establishing and managing a
training and exercise program for emergency
personnel
Procedures

for the allocation of resources,
implementation of the plan and public
notification

60. Our review indicated that Fraser Valley Regional
District partially met this statutory requirement.5 It
provided opportunities for emergency management
training and exercises and established procedures
for the allocation of resources and implementation of its emergency plan. However, the Regional
District lacked a formal training and exercise
program. It also lacked detailed public notification
procedures that align with established policies.

5

Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation, s. 2(3)(b), (c), (d), and (e)
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TRAINING AND EXERCISES
61. The Regional District’s Emergency Measures
Bylaw (No. 127, 1997) assigned the Emergency
Planning Committee responsibility for developing
an emergency response training and exercise
program. The training and exercise program,
according to the bylaw, was meant to be presented
to the Board annually for review and approval.
However, the Regional District had not established
or maintained an Emergency Planning Committee to
carry out these tasks, nor had it formally delegated
responsibility to anyone within the organization. In
effect, the Regional District had not developed a
formal training and exercise program (see Training
and Exercising sections in this report on page 62
and 65).
62. In practice, the Manager of Electoral Area
Emergency Services was responsible for presenting
emergency operations staff with training opportunities as they became available and organizing and
implementing emergency management exercises.
Upon completion, the Manager tracked staff training
and exercise achievements within a training matrix,
which had been updated in 2017 and January of
2019.
63. The
Regional
District’s
Emergency
Management Response and Recovery Plan affirmed
the importance of conducting emergency management exercises and made reference to materials for
planning exercises.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION
64. The Regional District’s Emergency Measures
Bylaw (No. 127, 1997) authorized the Board
and its Chair to procure resources for emergency
response only after a declaration of a state of
local emergency. The bylaw did not contain any
terms regarding emergency management funding,
funding sources and/or budget establishment and
had not established procedures to obtain physical
and financial resources for emergency preparedness, response and recovery.

The Board approved the emergency management budget annually as part of the Regional
District’s annual budgeting process. The Regional
District’s emergency management budget covered
various types of expenditures including training, staff
salaries and supplies (see Resourcing section in this
report on page 58).
65.
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EMERGENCY PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

EMERGENCY PLAN REVIEW AND UPDATES

66. The Regional District’s Emergency Measures
Bylaw (No. 127, 1997) stated that the Board,
Chair, or emergency coordinator may implement
the Regional District’s emergency plan. However,
this was not consistent with other documentation,
including the Emergency Management Response
and Recovery Plan, which, in addition to those
identified in the bylaw, noted that the Chief
Administrative Officer, Electoral Area Services
Committee Chair and incident commanders had
the power to implement the emergency plan.

The Regional District established two
conflicting emergency plan review processes. The
Regional District’s Emergency Measures Bylaw (No.
127, 1997) stipulated that the Emergency Planning
Committee should review emergency plans and
present a list of hazards for review by the Board
annually. However, the Emergency Management
Response and Recovery Plan required updates to
the plan be submitted to the Emergency Program
Manager and then be approved by an Emergency
Executive Committee.

Such inconsistencies in documentation could
potentially result in overlapping responsibilities,
confusion and conflicting assumptions during
an emergency, which could lead to gaps in staff
coverage and plan execution.

During the audit period, the Regional District
had not implemented either review process and, in
the absence of an Emergency Planning Committee,
the Manager of Electoral Area Emergency Services
reviewed the Emergency Management Response
and Recovery Plan in May 2017 and December
2018. Although reviewed, the emergency plans
remained largely unchanged and any newly
developed plans and procedures were not integrated or reflected in the Emergency Management
Response and Recovery Plan.

67.

EMERGENCY PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
68. The Regional District had developed an
Emergency Information Response Plan in 2012,
which provided high-level guidelines for the
information officer to support public notification
during an emergency. However, the plan was not
well-known among staff and conflicted with the
Regional District’s communications policies. In
practice, the Regional District relied on its website
and social media to alert residents of emergencies
and evacuations (see Communications sub-section
in this report).

70.

71.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLAN REVIEW AND
UPDATES
During the audit period, Fraser Valley Regional
District was in the process of developing its business continuity plan. However, the process stalled
in November 2018.

72.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENT

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANS REVIEW PROCESS
The legislation requires local governments to have
processes that ensure plans are regularly reviewed
and updated as appropriate.
69.
Our review indicated that Fraser Valley
Regional District partially met this statutory
requirement.6 It had developed a formal process
in its emergency bylaw to regularly review emergency plans and hazard lists. However, it did not
follow this process. In addition, the review process
established in the bylaw was not consistent with
that established in the Emergency Management
Response and Recovery Plan.

6

Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation, s. 2(3)(b), (c), (d), and (e)
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STATUTORY REQUIREMENT

EMERGENCY SUPPORT
SERVICES STRATEGY

The legislation requires local governments to have strategies to manage:
Resources

and support to coordinate and provide food and lodging,
clothing, transportation and medical services to those affected by an
emergency incident
Potential

evacuation

Our review indicated that the Regional District
did not meet this statutory requirement.7 Although
it had an emergency support services team to
provide relief during an emergency and had created
some evacuation guidelines, Fraser Valley Regional
District did not develop plans, procedures or strategies to coordinate the provision of food, clothing,
shelter, transportation and medical services to those
affected by emergencies.

73.

EMERGENCY SUPPORT SERVICES
During the audit period, the Regional District
had emergency support services in place. However, it
lacked the following critical components to achieve
effective and sustainable emergency support services:

74.

	Emergency support services program strategy
and training objectives
	Emergency support services program plans
and guidelines
	A dedicated director to oversee ongoing
volunteer program activities
Area coordinators delivered emergency
support services based on prior emergency response
experience or informal processes established with
the Regional District. The Regional District did
not require a minimum level of training for area
coordinators or volunteers. The Regional District
provided support and opportunities for training,
however, participation was voluntary. Some
members did take the training.

75.

EMERGENCY SUPPORT
SERVICES
Emergency support services is a provincial-scale
program delivered at the local level across B.C. It may
include food, lodging, clothing, emotional support,
crisis information and family reunification or special
services like first aid, child minding, pet care and
transportation.
These services are crucial in local emergency plans
as they provide support for people forced from their
homes because of emergencies like fire, floods, or
earthquakes for up to 72 hours. They often depend
on volunteers for planning and coordination. Each
year, about 5,000 British Columbians volunteer with
emergency support services programs.
Emergency support services can be initiated following
a small, localized event (Level 1), a significant
event impacting more than 12 people (Level 2) or a
major emergency involving a large-scale evacuation
(Level 3).
To enhance program effectiveness, a local government
should have an overall strategy in place, including
preparedness, response and recovery components.
Local governments could consider an operating
budget, a coordinating director responsible for
volunteer and program management, identified
reception centres and group lodging locations.
Source: Emergency Management BC web content

The Regional District delegated responsibility
for volunteer recruitment and management for
emergency support services to area coordinators.
In 2018, the Regional District had 22 emergency
support services volunteers, representing a 24 per
cent decrease from the previous year.

76.

7

Emergency Program Act, s. 12(1) and 13(1)(b), and Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation, s. 2(3)(f)
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Instead of maintaining a formal inventory of its
emergency support services supplies, the Regional
District relied on area coordinators to provide
updates or request supplies as necessary. While
the Regional District provided some supplies, we
were advised that some electoral areas (for example,
Area A and B) chose to supplement these supplies
by finding their own resources through purchases
or donations.
77.

EVACUATION PLAN
The Regional District developed an Evacuation
Planning and Implementation Guide in 2011.
Unlike formal evacuation plans, which identify
specific routes for an area’s evacuation, the guide
was meant to be used as a planning tool during
emergencies by Emergency Operations Centre
personnel. While the guide identified several key
aspects of evacuation, it did not fully encompass
assembly points, transportation and resource planning and evacuation routes.
82.

The Regional District began building up its
emergency support services supply inventory after
receiving a $25,000 grant. As of March 2019,
83. In addition to the guide, Electoral Area H
the Regional District had purchased and distribdeveloped a single evacuation plan – Sleepy Hollow
uted supply kits to four locations in addition to
Road Exit Protocol. This plan provided an alternaits main office: Chilliwack River Valley Fire Hall,
tive access route if main routes were closed. The
Popkum Fire Hall, North Fraser Fire Hall and Yale
Regional District had not developed evacuation
Community Centre. Staff told us they hoped to
plans for other electoral areas (see Emergency
increase the number of locations in the near future.
Response Planning section in this report on page 38).
We were also advised that as the Regional District
covers a vast geographical area and resources are
stretched, the Regional District was challenged in STATUTORY REQUIREMENT
meeting community needs.
PRIORITIZATION OF ESSENTIAL SERVICES RESTORATION
78.

The Regional District’s Emergency Management
Response and Recovery Plan had an outdated emergency support services supplier list. Subsequent to
the audit period, the Regional District developed
a new supplier list indicating vendors and types
of services along with contact information. The
Regional District also signed supplier consents that
indicated the willingness of a potential supplier to
provide goods or services to people affected by a
disaster.

79.

The Regional District conducted its first functional emergency support services exercise in April
2018 in Yale and noted a number of critical gaps,
for example, a lack of volunteers to assist at the
reception centre and some miscommunication
about participants’ roles and responsibilities.
80.

The Regional District told us that, due to a
lack of volunteers, training, supplies and reception
centres, it did not have the resources to sustain
emergency support services activations beyond
Level 1 for extended periods of time.

81.

8

The legislation requires local governments to
establish priorities for restoring essential services
and recommends to service providers priorities for
restoring essential services not provided by the local
authority that are interrupted during an emergency
or disaster.
Our review indicated that Fraser Valley
Regional District did not meet this statutory
requirement for prioritizing its essential services
and identifying its critical infrastructure.8

84.

The Regional District identified and described
some vulnerable services and infrastructure in
various documentation, such as its fire and police
services and utilities, but it did not provide guidance on setting priorities for restoring these services.
During the audit period, the Regional District was
in the process of developing a business continuity
plan and had not yet completed work on identifying its critical functions.
85.

Emergency Program Act, s. (6)(2), and Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation, s. 2(3) (g) and (h)
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Overall, the Regional District had not formally
identified the essential services and critical
infrastructure that could be affected by emergencies, established priorities for restoring them or
communicated to service providers any priorities
for restoring services.

86.

Other recommendations that address compliance with statutory requirements are included
throughout this report.

87.

RECOMMENDATION ONE
The Fraser Valley Regional District should strengthen
its emergency management program by ensuring it is
consistently compliant with statutory requirements set
out in the Emergency Program Act and Local Authority
Emergency Management Regulation:
	Policy Direction – Establish and maintain
a formal emergency management organization
	Emergency Management Organization
Coordination – Establish formal accountabilities
and responsibilities for the emergency coordinator
and ensure emergency management program
documentation is updated to reflect them
	Risk Assessment – Regularly assess community
risks and hazards and ensure plans address
identified risks
	Review Process
–	Review and revise the process by which
emergency plans are reviewed to ensure that
it is consistent with the policy and other
emergency management documentation
–	Implement a process to regularly review
emergency plans to ensure they are updated
to address changing risks, organizational
needs and priorities
	Emergency Support Services – Develop an
emergency support services strategy and plan that
effectively supports the emergency management
program and considers assistance that could be
provided by non-government organizations

AUDIT REPORT 2019/20

RECOMMENDATION ONE continued
	Essential Services Restoration – Formally identify
essential services and establish priorities for
restoring these services. Communicate to service
providers about priorities for restoring essential
services not provided by the Regional District that
might be interrupted during an emergency or disaster
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GOVERNANCE

We expect local governments to have a governance structure that
provides adequate strategic direction to and oversight of their emergency
management programs. This typically includes strategic direction that
aligns with organizational priorities, clear policy requirements, descriptions
of objectives, roles and responsibilities and ongoing performance monitoring and reporting to ensure
plans are implemented and processes are subject to continuous improvement.

The Fraser Valley Regional District’s governance of its emergency management program did
not meet our expectations and, in some cases, did
not appear to conform to provincial statutes:

88.

According to Emergency Management BC leading
practices, bylaws should include the following:
Define emergency management requirements
for the region or municipality

	While the Regional District’s Emergency
Measures Bylaw established a governance
structure to provide strategic direction to and
oversight over the emergency management
program, the Regional District had not put
this structure in place

Establish the emergency management
organization, set out its terms of reference
and list its responsibilities
Outline the powers of the Council/Board,
including the power to declare a state of local
emergency

	The Regional District’s extended service
bylaws were not sufficient to formally provide
emergency management services in all cases

Funding for emergency management
Authorization of mutual aid agreements

	The Regional District did not maintain
separate financial records for the emergency
management services extended to electoral
areas, as required by provincial statutes

ESTABLISHING AN
EMERGENCY PROGRAM
Each local authority must pass a bylaw in order
to authorize and empower the development and
maintenance of an emergency program by an
Executive Committee. Each regional district
government must pass an additional bylaw to extend
the service throughout all of its electoral areas.
The implementing bylaw should specify the
organization and concept of operations of the
emergency program, delegate authority to an
Emergency Program Executive Committee and
outline the responsibilities of the local authority.

Provide an interface between the emergency
management organization and other local
departments and agencies involved in
mitigation or prevention measures
Bylaws/resolutions should be reviewed following
each local government election to ensure
that newly-elected officials are aware of their
responsibilities to support the emergency program
as well as to ensure that bylaws are up to date.
Source: Emergency Management BC web content and B.C.
Emergency Management System (2016), Government of
British Columbia

GOVERNANCE AND OVERSIGHT
The Regional District specified its emergency management program objectives and policy
requirements by passing the Emergency Measures
Bylaw (No. 127), in 1997. The bylaw provided
most of the necessary structure, responsibilities
89.
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and accountabilities for an emergency management
organization to establish, maintain and regulate an
emergency management program. However, the
bylaw had not been updated since 1998 and a few of
its elements had never been developed, for example:
E
	 mergency Program Coordinator
accountabilities
	Terms of reference for the Emergency
Planning Committee
	Authority to maintain, direct or fund
volunteer groups
90. In practice, the Regional District did not act on
most of the measures outlined in its bylaw, including
the establishment of an emergency management
organization. Most notably, it had not established
an Emergency Planning Committee, which was to be
composed of the Electoral Area Service Committee
Chair, the Emergency Program Coordinator, senior
management and other members as determined by
the Board (see Exhibit 7).

There were neither an internal executive
level committee that focused on the program’s
strategic needs, nor were there working groups
to collaborate on specific emergency management initiatives. In their absence, the Manager of
Electoral Area Emergency Services was tasked with
most emergency management activities, in addition
to other responsibilities as the administrator of the
Regional District’s volunteer fire departments and
as Emergency Support Services Director.

91.

The Regional District’s Board and Electoral Area
Service Committee had a limited role in providing
ongoing direction and oversight over the emergency management program, focusing instead on
annual budget approval. Elected officials received
ad hoc updates from the Manager of Electoral Area
Emergency Services on the volunteer fire departments, emergency support services and emergency
management program.

92.

Exhibit 7 – COMPARISON OF THE REGIONAL DISTRICT’S EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM PRACTICES WITH EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
BYLAW REQUIREMENTS

CURRENT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM PRACTICES
Approves budget/resource
request from EASC

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
AS PER BYLAW

FVRD BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
FVRD BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

Approves budget/resource request
from Manager of Electoral Area
Emergency Services
EASC directors occasionally provide
informal direction to Manager of
Electoral Area Emergency Services

ELECTORAL AREA
SERVICE COMMITTEE
(EASC)

Periodic informal reporting to EASC/FVRD Board
Emergency Support Services Director
Volunteer Fire Department Administrator
Emergency Coordinator:
Facilitates staff emergency
response training
MANAGER OF
Designs and implements
ELECTORAL AREA
emergency exercises
EMERGENCY
Coordinates FVRD response
to emergencies
Creates emergency services budget
Coordinates with provincial, regional,
and First Nations partners

Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation and staff interviews
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EMERGENCY
PLANNING
COMMITTEE

Prepare and present annually to FVRD Board:
List of hazards
Plans respecting the preparation,
response and recovery from
emergencies and disasters, including:
Training and exercise programs
Procedures for physical
and financial assistance
Procedures for emergency
plan implementation
Warning procedures
Procedures for the coordination of
food, clothing, shelter, transportation
and medical services
Procedures to establish priorities
for restoring essential services

EMERGENCY
COORDINATOR

Takes direction and facilitates on
Emergency Planning Committee’s behalf:
Emergency preparedness, response
and recovery measures

SERVICES

Identifies and applies for grants to support
emergency planning and response

Approves:
Amendments to terms of reference,
policy and procedures
Agreements with other local authorities
Agreements with corporations and nongovernment agencies for goods and services
Appoints:
FVRD Emergency Coordinator
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT EXTENDED SERVICE
BYLAWS

	Furthermore, the service establishment
bylaw (Bylaw No. 136, 1997) was not
amended to include the new Electoral Area
H within the service area, as required by the
Local Government Act. Services may not
be extended to new electoral areas by fiat.
Changes in participating areas, or the boundaries of service areas, must be enacted by
bylaw, and must involve and include the new
participating areas10

The Regional District passed several bylaws
to govern and authorize the provision of emergency management services within its boundaries;
however, the bylaws were not sufficient to formally
extend emergency services to all electoral areas in
all cases (see Exhibit 8):

93.

T
	 he Emergency Management Extended
Service Area Establishment Bylaw No.
136, 1997 did not describe the service to be
provided within the extended service area, as
required by the relevant legislation 9
	Although Emergency Measures Bylaw No.
127, 1997 subsequently described the service,
this bylaw did not adequately refer to Bylaw
No. 136, 1997 to amend that bylaw, or to
clarify that the service described in Bylaw No.
127, 1997 was provided in relation to Bylaw
No. 136, 1997
	In 1999, the Regional District enacted Bylaw
No. 246, 1999 to extend emergency management services to Electoral Area H, which
was located around Sumas Mountain. That
electoral area was subsequently dissolved in
2008; however, the Regional District had not
repealed Bylaw No. 246, 1999. Although
immaterial to the current service, its existence
could result in confusion on policy guidance
for the current Electoral Area H, which is
a different electoral area established in a
different geographic location by Order-inCouncil 501-2014

Notwithstanding the issues above, the Regional
District had also adopted separate extended service
bylaws that established different levels of emergency management services to be delivered to its
electoral areas. Contrary to these bylaws, the Fraser
Valley Regional District provided a uniform level of
service across all electoral areas. In effect, for any
case where the Regional District was providing a
level of service beyond that authorized by the bylaw
governing that electoral area, the Regional District
may have been doing so without the authority to
provide that higher level of service, or to incur
expenditures for that purpose.
94.

	Order-in-Council 501-2014 also included
a transitional measure providing that all
services provided in Electoral Area E at that
time were continued into the newly established Electoral Area H. However, this Order
also required the Regional District to amend
both Electoral Area E’s and H’s service bylaws
“as soon as practicable.” Despite this requirement, the Regional District had not passed
any such amendments

9
10

Municipal Act, RSBC 1996, C. 323, s. 806 (a) and 813, and now Local Government Act, s. 339(1)(a) and s. 349.
Local Government Act, s. 350, 349, and 347
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Exhibit 8 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT’S EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BYLAWS

Established the FVRD’s emergency management organization and program

FVRD EMERGENCY
MEASURES REGULATORY
PROGRAMS BYLAW
(NO. 127, 1997)

Outlined emergency management responsibilities and accountabilities of
FVRD Board, Emergency Coordinator, and Emergency Planning Committee

Established an extended service area for the purpose of creating an
emergency management program for all electoral areas
Outlined the funding mechanism to support emergency management program
Did not describe the service to be provided or establish a
connection to Bylaw No. 127, 1997

FVRD EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM EXTENDED SERVICE
AREA AMENDMENT BYLAW
(NO. 123, 1998)

Removed the City of Chilliwack as part of the
FVRD’s emergency management service area

FVRD EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
EXTENDED SERVICE AREA
ESTABLISHMENT BYLAW
(NO. 136, 1997)

ELECTORAL AREA (A-E)
EMERGENCY PROGRAM
EXTENDED SERVICE
BYLAWS

Defined a varied level of service amongst electoral areas
Differing funding mechanism amongst electoral areas
Ability to grant funds to organizations varied
Emergency services extended to Electoral Area H through
Electoral Area E’s bylaw by Order-in-Council 501-2014

Note: The Regional District’s Bylaw No. 136, 1997 was enacted before Bylaw No. 127, 1997, and Bylaw No. 246, 1999 for the prior
Electoral Area H enacted in 1999 was no longer in effect to the new Electoral Area H constituted in 2014.
Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation
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FINANCIAL RECORDS
Keeping separate and complete financial
records ensures the transparency and accountability
of local governments. The Local Government Act
requires that a local government’s financial records
must provide “full particulars” of the relevant
financial details of all services and that the financial details for each service be set out separately.11

95.

During the period covered by the audit, the
Regional District did not maintain separate financial
records, such as emergency management budgets,
for the separate emergency services extended to all
its electoral areas, except maintaining appropriated surplus funds on emergency management for
specific electoral areas.

96.

The Regional District also did not maintain
separate accounting of emergency services extended
to Electoral Area H. The decision and practice not to
maintain separate financial records for the separate
services did not appear to comply with the Local
Government Act. While the Order-in-Council
501-2014 authorized the Regional District to extend
emergency services to Electoral Area H, it did not
consolidate the services with Electoral Area E. Because
of this, the services should have been accounted for
separately for each of the electoral areas.
97.

We also noted that one appropriated surplus
for emergency management was accounted for
inconsistently, appearing for Electoral Area E in
one statement in 2017 and for Electoral Areas E
and H in another statement in 2018. The Local
Government Act requires that “transfers between
funds to fund a service must be accounted for
separately for each individual service.”12 Therefore,
appropriated surpluses for emergency management
services cannot be transferred administratively
between services. Funds contributed by an electoral
area for a service may only be used in that electoral area’s service area and may only be allocated
in accordance with the cost-apportionment provisions governing that service.13
98.

RECOMMENDATION TWO
The Fraser Valley Regional District should update its
emergency management bylaws following leading
practices. It should ensure bylaws are in compliance
with statutory requirements and implemented in
practice as intended.
As part of its bylaw improvement process, the Fraser
Valley Regional District should review its emergency
management governance structure and processes
to ensure the Regional District provides effective
oversight and support for its emergency management
program. The Regional District should:
	
Establish a fully functioning internal oversight
body, such as an Executive Committee or
Emergency Planning Committee, to set policy
direction, strategic priorities and oversight of the
emergency management program
	
Establish working groups tasked with fulfiling
certain aspects of the program
	
Develop terms of reference for emergency-related
committees
	
Formally identify specific responsibilities and
accountabilities for the Manager of Electoral Area
Emergency Services
	
Ensure that accounting practices are compliant
with statutory requirements

Local Government Act, s. 374(2), (4), (7), and (8), and s. 373(2)
Local Government Act, s. 374 (4) and (7)
13
Local Government Act, sections 339, 374 (4) and (7), s. 378, and 380.
11
12
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING

We expect a local government to have comprehensive emergency plans
based on a current Hazard, Risk And Vulnerability Assessment. These
plans should outline the roles and responsibilities of all key participants and
a local government should ensure that staff have a high level of awareness
of those roles and responsibilities. We expect these plans to include a range
of preparedness, response and recovery measures designed to guide key participants. Further, the
plans should clearly outline emergency information and communication protocols and systems.
We also expect the local government to have mutual aid agreements and/or memorandums of
understanding with stakeholders and relevant parties in support of emergency preparedness, as well
as response and recovery activities. In addition, we expect the local government to have a strategy
to identify and manage a core group of volunteers who may be involved in key response and recovery
activities during and following an emergency.
We expect the local government to support business continuity and have components of a business
continuity management system in place, including a set of objectives and measures, organizational
structure, policy and procedures for conducting risk analysis and business impact analysis and regular
exercising and updating of business continuity plan(s) and any supplementary documents.

The Fraser Valley Regional District partially
met our expectation in this area. The Regional
District had some fundamental elements of emergency planning in place. However, most emergency
plans were outdated and not well communicated
or known among staff, including Emergency
Operations Centre personnel. A summary of the
Regional District’s emergency plans is presented
in Exhibit 9.

99.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING
TOOLKIT FOR LOCAL AUTHORITIES
AND FIRST NATIONS
In February 2019, Emergency Management BC published
the Emergency Management Planning Toolkit for Local
Authorities and First Nations—a suite of self-guided
tools to support communities of all sizes in creating and
updating their emergency management plans. The toolkit
includes:

Emergency
Management Planning Guide – A step-by-step
guide that provides a flexible, adaptable resource for
developing an all-hazard emergency management plan
	Local Emergency Management Plan Template – A
template that provides a pre-formatted structure that
can be used to write a local all-hazard emergency
management plan. It is adaptable and scalable to the
unique needs of each community and is designed to
be easily updated
Two companion documents to the toolkit include:
Planning Process Checklist
Partner Engagement List
Source: Emergency Management BC web content
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Exhibit 9 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT EMERGENCY PLANS
HAZARD, RISK
AND VULNERABILITY
ASSESSMENT
(2007)

ORGANIZATIONAL EMERGENCY PLANS

EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
AND RECOVERY PLAN
(2013)
OPERATIONAL
GUIDELINES

SUPPLEMENTAL PLANS
AND GUIDELINES

EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS CENTRE
ACTIVATION PLAN
(2013)

EMERGENCY
INFORMATION RESPONSE
PLAN (2012)

EVACUATION
PLANNING AND
IMPLEMENTATION
GUIDE (2011)

FRASER RIVER
RESPONSE GUIDELINES
(2009)

EMERGENCY
RESPONSE GUIDELINES
(2013)

FVRD DAMAGE
ASSESSMENT HRVA AND
RE-ENTRY GUIDELINES
(2013)

SLEEPY HOLLOW
EXIT RD. PROTOCOL
(2017)

FLU PANDEMIC PLAN:
OPERATIONAL
GUIDELINES (2013)

EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS CENTRE
PROCEDURES
(2013)

HAZARD-SPECIFIC
PLANS

CULTUS LAKE
PARK BOARD
EVACUATION PLAN
(N.D.)

AGRICULTURAL
APPENDIX
(2013)

FUNCTIONAL PLANS

LEAD DEPARTMENTS
ADMINISTRATION

FVRD (CHILLIWACK
OFFICE) EMERGENCY
EVACUATION
PROCEDURES (2018)

RECREATION, CULTURE &
AIRPARK SERVICES

ENGINEERING &
COMMUNITY SERVICES

FVRD RISK ASSESSED
PLANT MANUAL
(2016)

UTILITIES EMERGENCY
RESPONSE PLAN
(2016)

ALMER CARLSON
POOL SAFETY PLAN
(2017)

DAN SHARRERS
AQUATIC CENTRE
SAFETY PLAN (2017)
Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation
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RISK ASSESSMENTS
HAZARD, RISK AND VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
A hazard, risk and vulnerability analysis is
critical to an effective emergency management
program. In British Columbia, local authorities are
required to prepare emergency plans that reflect
their assessment of relative risk occurrence and the
potential impact emergencies and disasters could
have on people and property. This assessment
is mandated by the Local Authority Emergency
Management Regulation of the Emergency Program
Act and should address all parts of a local authority’s jurisdictional area.

HAZARD, RISK AND
VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS

100.

Fraser Valley Regional District faces hazards
like wildfires, floods and geotechnical issues, such
as landslides and debris flows, due to its large
geographic area and varied topography, which
includes forests, mountains and river valleys,
among others.

101.

The Regional District’s Emergency Measures
Bylaw (No. 127, 1997) required that a list of
hazards and risk of occurrences be presented to the
Board on an annual basis. The Regional District
did not do this.

102.

In 2007, the Regional District developed a
Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Assessment where it
identified several risks and hazards facing electoral
areas. However, the District was not consistent in
identifying the potential impacts hazards may have
on those areas and lacked a comprehensive risk
assessment for Electoral Area H. In addition, the
risk assessment did not address emerging issues
such as cybersecurity, nor had it included the potential economic impacts of flooding, as identified in
the Freshet Flooding and Fraser Valley Agriculture:
Evaluating Impacts and Options for Resilience
Study.

103.

The Regional District also identified many
hazards and risks through its official community
plans. Although staff told us these plans were used
for emergency planning, there were no formal policies or procedures linking community plans with
the risk assessment or emergency plans.

104.
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A hazard, risk and vulnerability analysis can help
a local government make risk-based decisions for
managing vulnerabilities, preventing or mitigating
hazards and preparing for, responding to and
recovering from hazardous incidents. It is used
to anticipate risks, help save lives and property,
reduce damage and quicken a community’s recovery
following an emergency.
This type of analysis involves:
	Gathering risk information
(e.g. floodplain maps, industry knowledge)
Identifying associated hazards
	Analyzing risks based on likelihood
and consequences
	Formulating risk-reduction measures
	Consulting with the community
	Developing action plans or mitigation projects that
address or reduce each risk
Where possible, mitigation projects should be
incorporated into overall planning and day-to-day
operations of the local government. To ensure its
ongoing effectiveness, a hazard, risk and vulnerability
analysis should be updated at least every two to
three years or following any significant changes in the
community.
Source: Emergency Management BC web content

Although the Regional District assessed its
risks and hazards, the assessment did not substantively inform its Emergency Management Response
and Recovery Plan. The emergency plan contained
six priority hazard-specific response objectives, but
these were ranked inconsistently when compared
with the results of the risk assessment (see Exhibit
10). Furthermore, there were several high-frequency/
high-impact hazards identified in the risk assessment that were not addressed in the emergency
plans. For example, landslides and debris flows
within Electoral Areas B and E were not mentioned.
105.
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Exhibit 10 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT MAJOR HAZARD IDENTIFICATIONS IN THE HAZARD, RISK, VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT (HRVA) AND
THE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT RESPONSE AND RECOVERY PLAN (EMRRP)
HRVA-Hazard Assessment, Electoral Area A-H

Priority Hazards
Identified in the
EMRRP

EMRRP –
Risk Ranking,
All

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Interface/
Structural Fire

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

Flooding

H

L

M

H

H

M

H

H

Not
Assessed

Hazardous Material/
Dangerous Goods

H

H

M

L

H

L

L

L

Not
Assessed

Aircraft Crash

H

L

M

L

L

Not
Assessed

L

L

Not
Assessed

Water Contamination

H

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

Not
Assessed

Extreme Winter
Atmospheric Event

H

Not
Assessed

M

Not
Assessed

Not
Assessed

Not
Assessed

Not
Assessed

Not
Assessed

Not
Assessed

Consistency
in Hazard
Assessment

Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation

Exhibit 11 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT HIGH RISK MITIGATION AND PREPAREDNESS APPROACHES, 2017–MARCH 2019
High Risk / Hazard

Risk Mitigation Actions 2017–March 2019

Emergency Preparedness Actions

2 019: UBCM grant application for Community Wildfire Protection plan

O ngoing: Signing Fire Service Agreements
with member municipalities and some First Nations
O ngoing: Raising public awareness of wildfires
through social media (i.e. Twitter) and open houses
in some electoral areas

Ongoing: Participating in Lower Mainland Local Government
Association Flood Control and River Management Committee
and Fraser Basin Regional Council

2 017: Freshet flood tabletop exercise

2 018: Nicomen Island – Flood Protection Improvement Strategy
2 017: Formation of Nicomen Island Improvement District Diking
and Pump Station Upgrade Committee
2 018: North Bend Debris Flow Hazard Assessment Update
and Conceptual Mitigation Options
2 018: Fraser Valley Regional District Bridal Falls Landslide
Hazard Assessment Timber Camp Linears
Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation

The Regional District took some steps to mitigate risks and prepare for emergencies, as shown in
Exhibit 11. However, these actions were ad hoc in
nature and were not informed by its Hazard, Risk
and Vulnerability Assessment.

106.
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RECOMMENDATION THREE
The Fraser Valley Regional District should strengthen
its emergency risk assessment and management
processes by:
	
Establishing a formal and regular risk
assessment and review process in each electoral
area, identifying the impacts of these risks in
a consistent way and incorporating them into
the consolidated Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability
Assessment. The assessment should consolidate
all the risks and hazards identified across various
documents and inform emergency management
planning
	
Reporting to the Board and other bodies charged
with emergency management program oversight
on changes in risks and hazards faced by its
communities, including mitigation strategies to
address them
Taking these steps will help the Regional
District meet statutory requirements set out in
the Emergency Program Act and Local Authority
Emergency Management Regulation and provide a
substantiated basis from which the Regional District
can create an effective emergency management plan.

Fraser Valley Regional District’s Emergency
Management Response and Recovery Plan was an
“all-hazards” plan that contained high-level response
procedures, guidelines and objectives, including:
110.

	Emergency Operations Centre notification
and activation procedures
	Establishment and management of emergency
response team members
	Hazard-specific response objectives
	Declaration of a state of local emergency
	Media relations guidelines
However, the plan made reference to several
documents that did not exist or were improperly
named; for example, a Communications Information
Technology Plan was referenced, but did not exist
and the District’s Utilities Plan was improperly
named/referenced throughout the document.
111.

BC EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

107.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING
Emergency plans are considered roadmaps
to actions that will be taken when an emergency
or disaster occurs. Emergency response planning
should include emergency plans that are scalable,
realistic and clearly describe how people, property and the environment will be protected in an
emergency.

108.

At a minimum, communities should produce an
“all-hazards” plan, integrating common response
and recovery elements across many types of
hazards. Supporting plans, including communications, recovery and hazard-specific response plans
may also be developed to increase the community’s operational effectiveness when responding to
emergencies.
109.

The BC Emergency Management System is recognized
as a standard system for emergency response and is
currently mandated for use within the Government
of B.C.
It is a comprehensive framework that helps ensure a
coordinated and organized approach to emergencies
and disasters. The system is based on the four phases
of emergency management: mitigation /prevention,
preparedness, response and recovery.
The Province has encouraged local governments
to make a transition from the older BC Emergency
Response Management System, which focused more
on response, to this newer system.
In 2016, Emergency Management BC published
a guidebook called British Columbia Emergency
Management System to promote adoption of the
system across the province.
Local governments using this system are well
positioned to apply for provincial financial assistance
in the event of an emergency.
Source: Emergency Management BC web content and B.C.
Emergency Management System (2016), Government of
British Columbia
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The emergency plan followed the BC Emergency
Management Response Management System rather
than the newer BC Emergency Management System
2016, now advocated by the Province, which covers
all four phases of emergency management, with
additional content on recovery.

112.

Because of its less current approach, the
Regional District’s emergency plan focused more on
the emergency response phase rather than all four
phases of emergency management.

113.

In addition to its “all-hazards” plan, the Regional
District developed several supplemental hazardspecific and functional emergency plans. However,
most of these supplemental plans were not integrated
with the Regional District’s Emergency Management
Response and Recovery Plan, regularly updated and
exercised, readily available in hardcopy for use at the
Emergency Operations Centre or known among staff
(see Exhibit 12).

114.

RECOVERY PLANNING
Community resilience is the ability to recover from
infrastructure damage, economic impairment and
human suffering resulting from an emergency. A
formal recovery plan can help a community reduce
human suffering, protect community culture, reduce
economic loss and enhance community sustainability.
Recovery planning should include considerations for
individual, local authority and community recovery
over short, medium, and long-term timeframes.
During recovery, the local authority should provide
leadership by:
	Appointing a recovery director
	Establishing a recovery working group
	Encouraging collaboration by working with
community groups and recovery organizations
A formal recovery plan should also consider
establishing a recovery operations centre and a
resiliency centre, as well as carrying out a damage
assessment.
Source: Emergency Management in BC Reference Manual (2011),
Emergency Management BC
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Exhibit 12 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SUPPLEMENTARY PLANS

#

Emergency Management
Supplementary Plans

Date
Created

Referenced in
EMRRP 2013

Plan Reviewed
Since Development

Plan Exercised
or Activated

1

Agricultural Appendix

2016

2

Flu Pandemic Plan:
Operational Guidelines

2013

3

Fraser Valley Regional District
Damage Assessment H.R.V.A.
and Re-entry Guidelines

2013

4

Emergency Information
Response Plan

2012

5

Evacuation Planning
and Implementation Guide

2011

2018

6

Fraser River
Response Guidelines

2009

2018

7

Sleepy Hollow Exit Protocol

No date

2017

8

Cultus Lake Park
Board Evacuation Plan

No date

2011

Plan Known
Amongst Staff

Physical Copy
Available at
Emergency
Operation Centre

2017

Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation and staff interviews

The Regional District developed a guide for
recovery, the Fraser Valley Regional District Damage
Assessment H.R.V.A. and Re-entry Guidelines in
2013. It provided guidance to conduct post-disaster
safety evaluations of buildings, including a decision-making framework for responders and was
intended to augment the recovery planning process.
However, this document was not integrated or
referred to within the Regional District’s Emergency
Management Response and Recovery Plan and
emergency management staff were unaware of it.

115.

116. Both the Emergency Measures Bylaw (No. 127,
1997) and Emergency Management Response and
Recovery Plan outlined processes to update this
corporate emergency plan, however, these processes
differed and the Regional District had not substantively updated the plan since its inception, although
it had been reviewed by administrative staff from
the electoral area emergency services department in
2017 and 2018.
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RECOMMENDATION FOUR
The Fraser Valley Regional District should strengthen
its emergency plans, including supplementary plans
and procedures, and ensure the plans:
A ddress all four phases of emergency management,
including mitigation/prevention, preparedness,
response and recovery
A lign with the Regional District’s current emergency
management priorities, hazards and resources
	
Have information and procedures that are
consistent, cross-referenced and easily accessible
The Regional District should ensure all emergency
management personnel are familiar with its
emergency plans and procedures.
Taking these steps will help the Regional
District meet statutory requirements set out in
the Emergency Program Act and Local Authority
Emergency Management Regulation and be better
prepared for potential emergencies.

117.
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EVACUATION PLANNING
Local authorities have the power to order the
evacuation of all or any part of their jurisdiction
during a state of local emergency. Depending on
the size and scale of an event, evacuations may be
limited to a neighbourhood block or cover the entire
community. For local authorities, detailed planning
is key to effective and timely evacuations.

118.

Fraser Valley Regional District had established
an Evacuation Planning and Implementation Guide
in September 2011. This guide had not been updated
since its inception and was not integrated with
relevant emergency plans such as the Emergency
Management Response and Recovery Plan and
the Damage Assessment H.R.V.A. and Re-entry
Guidelines to provide more complete guidance on
evacuation planning.

119.

Unlike a formal evacuation plan, which identifies specific routes for evacuation of an area, among
other considerations, the guide was meant to be used
for planning evacuations when emergency situations
are imminent or ongoing. The guide addressed most
of the key elements to support evacuation planning,
however, we noted some areas where its guidance
was insufficient and could impact the overall efficiency of evacuations, including:

120.

Transportation resources and planning
Evacuation route planning and assembly points
Guidelines for emergency support services
Although there was no specific guidance
regarding the sizes of evacuations, the Regional
District had planned for small evacuations using the
guide in some of its electoral areas during the 2018
freshet. For example, in May 2018, the Regional
District planned an evacuation of five properties in
the Harrison Bay area of Electoral Area C.

121.

In addition to the guide, the Regional District
had developed the Sleepy Hollow Road Exit
Protocol, a supplementary evacuation plan for
Electoral Area H. The protocol was developed and
maintained by the Electoral Area H Emergency
Planning Committee and provided guidelines for an
alternative access route to Vedder Mountain Road
through the Soowhalie First Nation if the Columbia
Valley Highway was closed. This protocol was not
referenced in the Emergency Management Response
and Recovery Plan or the Evacuation Planning and
Implementation Guide.

The Regional District recognized the importance of evacuation planning in some of its electoral
areas by identifying and applying for grants to
support the development of evacuation plans. For
example, in February 2019, the Regional District
received approval for a $25,000 grant from
the Union of B.C. Municipalities’ Community
Preparedness Fund to support evacuation route
planning in Electoral Area H, a community that
had only one way in and one way out.

123.

124. Subsequent to the audit period, the Fraser
Valley Regional District, with the help of consultants, organized an evacuation planning workshop
for Electoral Area H. Attended by various stakeholders, including the Provincial government,
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP),
Cultus Lake Fire Department and Soowhalie First
Nation, the workshop intended to identify routes,
transportation and traffic control resources and
alternative evacuation opportunities for planning
within Electoral Area H and the Cultus Lake area.
As a result of the workshop, the Regional District
had begun to draft an evacuation plan for Electoral
Area H.

RECOMMENDATION FIVE
The Fraser Valley Regional District should strengthen
its approach to managing evacuations following
leading practices. This should include:
	
Continuing to develop detailed evacuation
planning within prioritized electoral areas
	
Augmenting established regional evacuation
plans by identifying potential evacuation routes,
assembly points, and transportation resources
	
Ensuring evacuation plans are scalable
to allow flexibility

122.
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EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE
Emergency Operations Centres are vital to
emergency planning, response and recovery. They
increase a community’s capacity to respond to
emergencies by centralizing response efforts and
coordinating and allocating necessary resources.
Emergency Operations Centres also enable local
governments to coordinate with provincial agencies during an emergency or disaster. A plan for
such a centre can be an effective tool for managing
response staff during an emergency and ensuring
that staffing levels are appropriate to meet organizational needs.

125.

We found that the Regional District had designated a primary Emergency Operations Centre
and was in the process of establishing a secondary
Emergency Operations Centre. The Regional
District documented aspects of the Emergency
Operations Centre in its emergency plan, however,
some of these references were not complete and/or
had inconsistencies.

126.

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
CENTRE PLAN
An Emergency Operations Centre plan typically includes:
Authority matrix for activating the centre
and call-out list
Conditions under which the centre is activated
and activation procedures
Checklists and procedures for all centre functions
and roles
Forms, templates and other documentation
needed to operate the centre
Source: Emergency Management BC web content
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PRIMARY AND BACKUP EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS CENTRES
The Fraser Valley Regional District designated different facilities to serve as its Emergency
Operations Centre, depending on the activation
size, for example:

127.

	The boardroom in its Chilliwack office
was identified as the primary Emergency
Operations Centre for larger activations
	A meeting room on the second floor was
identified for smaller activations
	The office of the Manager of Electoral Area
Emergency Services was identified for the
lowest activation level
While the Regional District’s Emergency
Management Response and Recovery Plan identified the primary Emergency Operations Centre
address, it did not clarify which room(s) were to
be used.

128.

During the audit period, the Regional District
was establishing and furnishing a secondary
Emergency Operations Centre in the District of
Hope, where the Regional District operated a small
office. The Regional District’s emergency plan had
not been updated to reflect this location.

129.

The Regional District did not have any
Emergency Operations Centres in its electoral
areas. Considering the Regional District’s large
geographic area, communications, liaison and
situation assessments may become problematic
during emergencies due to the distance between the
Emergency Operations Centre and potential incident sites within its electoral areas.

130.
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EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE EQUIPMENT
AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
The Regional District had a reasonably
equipped primary Emergency Operations Centre
that included:

131.

	Telephone cart with battery pack
	Printouts of Emergency Operations Centre
and emergency support services forms,
templates and reports
	Two portable white boards

For its secondary Emergency Operations
Centre located in Hope, the Regional District had
purchased 12 laptops, two portable radios, one cell
phone and two white boards. Staff told us that the
secondary Emergency Operations Centre did not
have a backup generator on site.

133.

The Regional District had not established
and documented resourcing requirements for its
Emergency Operations Centres to ensure they are
properly equipped.

134.

AUTHORITY TO ACTIVATE AN EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS CENTRE

	A portable report board
An Emergency Operations Centre layout map
Staff told us that the Regional District also
had laptops available for the Emergency
Operations Centre.
Staff stated that they had several telecommunication methods for use at the primary Emergency
Operations Centre: fax, video conferencing and
a satellite phone. Staff also indicated there was a
generator on site for the information technology
department and the boardroom. The primary
centre did not have workstations dedicated to and
labelled for relevant functions, which, during an
emergency, might slow down set-up.

132.

Fraser Valley Regional District had documented
the authority to activate the Emergency Operations
Centre in its local emergency plans, but there were
inconsistencies across documents (see Exhibit 13).
These inconsistencies could cause confusion during
emergencies and impact the efficient activation of
the Emergency Operations Centre.
135.

Exhibit 13 – AUTHORITY TO ACTIVATE THE FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT’S EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE
Authority to activate an Emergency Operations Centre as per various sections of the Emergency Management Response and Recovery Plan (EMRRP)
EMRRP – Section 1.5

EMRRP – Activation Process Chart

EMRRP – Appendix A – Emergency
Operations Centre Activation Plan

Chair and Board

Fraser Valley Regional District Chair

Level 1: Chief Administrative Officer or Department Heads

Electoral Area Services
Committee Chair or designate

Electoral Areas Services Committee Chair

Level 2 or 3: Chief Administrative Officer
or the Fraser Valley Regional District Board Chair

Chief Administrative Officer
(CAO) or designate

C hief Administrative Officer/Emergency
Program Manager

Emergency Program Manager
Incident Commander
(RCMP, Fire Department Chief)
Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation
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EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE ROLES AND
FUNCTIONS
Overall, we found that the Regional District
had followed the BC Emergency Response
Management System to organize its Emergency
Operations Centre functions and documented these
arrangements, though there were some gaps and
inconsistencies in this documentation.

136.

The Regional District outlined its Emergency
Operations Centre structure in its Emergency
Management Response and Recovery Plan and
had an Emergency Operations Centre checklist kit,
which contained the roles, functions and response
activities for Emergency Operations Centre
personnel. The Regional District also provided
guidance for Emergency Operations Centre operations that covered the following aspects:

137.

Suggested staffing/functional requirements for
each activation level
	A brief process for further determining
staffing levels
An activation guide for those with authority
to activate the Emergency Operations Centre
A generic checklist to activate and deactivate
the Emergency Operations Centre
	A call-out list for major Emergency
Operations Centre sections and positions
In addition, some of the Regional District’s
supplemental plans contained additional guidance
for specific Emergency Operations Centre roles, for
example:

138.

The 2011 Evacuation Planning and
Implementation Guide
The 2012 Emergency Information Response Plan
The 2016 Agriculture Appendix in the
Emergency Management Response and
Recovery Plan
139.

However, we noted the following gaps:
Some Emergency Operations Centre operational guidelines were not available in
hardcopy for use at the centre, as shown
in Exhibit 12
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Staff knowledge of Emergency Operations
Centre roles was inconsistent. For example,
some staff could correctly identify their role,
while others were unsure or did not know
if they had been assigned a role. Further,
not all staff could identify the Emergency
Operations Centre binder, a critical document that guides activation, or their position
backups. Consequently, during an emergency,
staff’s lack of awareness of their roles and
responsibilities might impact the effectiveness
of response efforts
	The Regional District’s documentation on
combined Emergency Operations Centre
positions was unclear and inconsistent. The
Regional District’s Emergency Management
Response and Recovery Plan described
combined position responsibilities, but did
not indicate that combining would only
occur during smaller events due to capacity
constraints, as staff told us. In addition,
the Emergency Management Response and
Recovery Plan combined roles differently
from the Emergency Operations Centre
Activation Plan, which could lead to confusion
in implementation

RECOMMENDATION SIX
The Fraser Valley Regional District should improve the
effectiveness of its Emergency Operations Centres by:
	
Ensuring that emergency documentation lists the
locations and available resources of all Emergency
Operations Centres, including functional and
departmental emergency plans
	
Aligning Emergency Operations Centre roles and
responsibilities in emergency documentation and
ensuring that relevant staff are familiar with
their functions during emergency activations and
deactivations
	
Communicating with and training staff to be
aware of critical resources and emergency
documentation at the Emergency Operations
Centres and designating appropriate alternatives
or backups as necessary

45

COMMUNICATIONS
Local governments are required to have notification procedures to alert officials, such as first
responders and emergency services personnel,
and residents impacted by an emergency event.
Communication resources, practices and audiences
vary from community to community and, as a
result, local governments should make robust plans
that consider the capabilities and needs of their
community before an emergency or disaster occurs.

140.

Equally important is the coordination of
internal information within the Emergency
Operations Centre. To reduce confusion and
facilitate quicker response at the centre, timely
briefings and information sharing is of the utmost
importance.

141.

Fraser Valley Regional District identified
and described staffing needs for the Emergency
Operations Centre’s information section and the
role of the Emergency Information Officer and
developed guidelines on internal and external
communications
during
emergencies.
The
Regional District equipped its primary Emergency
Operations Centre with communication equipment
and Emergency Operations Centre personnel were
aware of communication methods and the emergency call-out process. However, we noted that staff
were not always sure who would fill the information officer role and Emergency Operations Centre
personnel were not familiar with the Emergency
Information Response Plan.

142.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION OFFICER
The Emergency Management Response
and Recovery Plan and Emergency Information
Response Plan provided generic emergency
communication guidelines for the Regional
District’s Emergency Information Officer. As a
whole, the plans described the responsibilities of
the officer and provided guidelines for internal and
external emergency communications, including
public and media relations. However, both plans
lacked detailed procedures for the Emergency
Information Officer to follow and did not identify
resources available at the Emergency Operations
Centre to support communications. Neither plan
had been updated since their inception in 2013 and
2012, respectively.

143.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION/
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
The Emergency Information Officer works directly
under the Emergency Operations Centre Director
and coordinates public information, media relations
and internal information when responding to and
recovering from emergencies or disasters.
It is vital that all information disseminated from
the Emergency Operations Centre is accurate and
delivered in a timely manner during a response
and that information provided to the public is
consistent and authoritative to reduce confusion.
As part of emergency preparedness and planning,
local authorities are encouraged to create a formal
communications plan.
A communications plan typically includes the
following:
	Identified qualified information officers
and appropriate spokespersons
	Lists of media, community and response
agency contacts
	Prepared key messages such as public service
announcements and emergency instructions
	Procedures for the establishment of a call centre
	Checklists for information meetings
and media debriefings
	Information facility setup instructions
and supply list
	Policies and procedures regarding information
coordination and release
Source: Emergency Management in BC Reference Manual (2011),
Emergency Management BC
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Exhibit 14 – DESIGNATION OF FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT EMERGENCY INFORMATION OFFICER
Designated Information Officer
Emergency Management Response
and Recovery Plan

Emergency Call-out List

Staff Understanding

Chief Administrative Officer

Manager of Corporate Affairs

Chief Administrative Officer

Director of Regional Programs

Manager of Environmental Services

Director of Corporate Affairs

General Manager of Electoral Area Services

Director of Corporate Initiatives

E xecutive Assistant to the Manager of Electoral
Area Emergency Services

Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation and staff interviews

The Emergency Management Response and
Recovery Plan also suggested combining the
Emergency Information Officer and Emergency
Operations Centre Director roles and responsibilities when the Emergency Operations Centre is
activated. Staff stated that they combined these
positions only during small incidents due to
capacity considerations, though this direction was
not documented.

144.

It is important for staff to be familiar with
plans and procedures on emergency communications, knowing where to find them and who has
specific roles, as unfamiliarity with these might
lead to confusion, especially in times of crisis. We
found inconsistencies in the understanding of staff
and emergency documentation as to who was
designated as the Emergency Information Officer
(see Exhibit 14). Furthermore, the Emergency
Information Response Plan was not readily available in hardcopy or electronically for use in the
Emergency Operations Centre and some staff were
not familiar with the plan.

145.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
The Regional District’s Emergency Information
Response Plan provided operational guidelines for
internal communications during emergencies, such
as the Emergency Operations Centre reporting
structure, internal information exchanges and
approval procedures.

146.
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Staff shared a common understanding that
the Manager of Electoral Area Emergency Services
was responsible for the call-out process to alert
Emergency Operations Centre staff and that the
Director of Corporate Affairs was responsible for
updating Regional District staff during an emergency. Staff told us that the Regional District
relied on emails, phone calls and the Jostle system
(employee intranet software) for emergency callouts and updates. Communication with the Board
during emergencies was generally assigned to the
Chief Administrative Officer.

147.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATIONS
Staff told us that the ability to notify residents
would be limited in some areas due to intermittent
cellular service. Although staff had recommended
to elected officials that public notification systems
be considered to address this issue, this was not
supported by the Board due to cost. As a result, the
Regional District relied on its website and social
media to alert residents of emergencies and evacuations. During an evacuation, the Regional District
would also rely on staff and RCMP officers to go
door-to-door to notify the public.

148.

PUBLIC AND MEDIA RELATIONS
The Regional District developed some guidelines
on public and media relations during an emergency. The Emergency Management Response and
Recovery Plan provided basic high-level procedures
for information coordination, including a response
strategy for media inquiries and information releases.
The Emergency Information Response Plan provided
additional guidance for media relations and management. However, these plans lacked details and were
inconsistent with the Regional District’s corporate
social media and media relations policy.
149.
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For example, the media relations policy indicated that media requests received during an
emergency should be forwarded to the Emergency
Program Manager, while the emergency plan
assigned that duty to the Emergency Information
Officer. Such inconsistencies and lack of staff
awareness of processes could lead to confusion in
communicating with the public and media.

150.

RECOMMENDATION SEVEN
The Fraser Valley Regional District should strengthen
its emergency communication processes by:
	
Regularly reviewing and updating its emergency
communications plans and guidelines to ensure
they are comprehensive and reflect available
resources
	
Ensuring internal and external communication
processes and designated information personnel
are consistently identified and described in
emergency plans and other documentation
	
Raising staff awareness of emergency
communication processes and authorities through
activities such as training and exercises
	
Ensuring that a hard copy of all relevant
documentation is kept at the primary Emergency
Operations Centre and can be easily retrieved
electronically when needed
Taking these steps will help the Regional
District meet statutory requirements related to
public notification set out in the Emergency
Program Act and Local Authority Emergency
Management Regulation and be better prepared for
potential emergencies.

151.

COORDINATION
Effective emergency response planning
requires coordination and cooperation with
internal and external stakeholders and partners,
including neighbouring communities, First Nations,
contractors, local institutions and volunteer organizations. Collaborative partnerships can be an
invaluable asset to local governments in supporting
emergency response and can take a variety of forms:
mutual aid agreements, multi-agency committees,
joint training and exercises and consultation on the
development of response plans.

152.

THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
The Regional District maintained regular
contact with Emergency Management BC through
the EMBC Regional Manager and was aware of
ongoing provincial support services such as training
and funding opportunities.

153.

Staff said that the Regional District’s Manager
of Electoral Area Emergency Services attended
Emergency Management BC regional coordinator meetings on a regular basis. In addition, the
Regional District hosted a readiness workshop for
Emergency Management BC in 2018, where emergency managers from local governments in the
southwest of the province discussed recent activations and exchanged information about emergency
coordination with stakeholders, community
engagement and situation reports. In 2018, the
Regional District hosted three Justice Institute of
B.C. emergency management courses and a number
of emergency support services training sessions.

154.
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REGIONAL COORDINATION
Overall, the Regional District did not play a
broad and active role during the audit period in
fostering regional emergency management planning
through collaboration with member municipalities
and First Nations.

155.

The Regional District developed a number of
documents that provided guidance on coordination
with response agencies, for example:

156.

	The Emergency Management Response and
Recovery Plan identified government agencies
and other representatives that may be part of
the Emergency Operations Centre
	The Emergency Information Response
Plan provided guidelines for the Emergency
Operations Centre Information Officer for
communications with external stakeholders
and response agencies
	The Emergency Operations Centre Activation
Plan included several contact information lists,
including Emergency Operations Centre staff
Fraser Valley Regional District had established
both formal and informal working relationships
with a number of stakeholders and participated in
several specialized committees relevant to emergency management (see Exhibit 15), however, we
noted the following gaps:

157.

	While the Regional District assigned representatives to regional organizations and
engaged with partners, some representatives were unfamiliar with their roles and
responsibilities
	The Regional District engaged with most
member municipalities and some First
Nations by establishing mutual aid/service
agreements, which focused on fire protection
and did not cover emergency management
	Despite the Emergency Management
Response and Recovery Plan stating that the
Regional District had established agreements
for emergency management with all member
municipalities, as of March 2019, it had
actually only engaged with the District of
Mission and the City of Chilliwack
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	The Regional District had two unsigned
cooperative agreements for emergency
management with the District of Mission
and the City of Chilliwack, which covered
sharing emergency facilities, including emergency operations and reception centres. These
unsigned agreements provide less certainty
than signed agreements that the Regional
District will have access to facilities during an
emergency
In addition, we noted a lack of clarity on emergency management services in Electoral Area H,
specifically Cultus Lake Park. The park is owned
by the City of Chilliwack but located within
Electoral Area H. It is administered by the Cultus
Lake Park Board, which is not considered a “local
authority” as defined in the Emergency Program
Act. During the period covered by the audit, the
Regional District invited this Board to participate in the Electoral Area H Emergency Planning
Committee and had a mutual aid agreement for
fire protection in the area. Other than these, the
Regional District had not established any formal
agreements to support the provision and coordination of emergency management activities within
Cultus Lake Park.
158.

Subsequent to the audit period, the Regional
District proposed to form the Fraser Valley Regional
Emergency Planners Committee. The Committee
intends to integrate local authorities and stakeholders within the boundaries of the Regional
District and provide regional coordination of the
emergency management planning activities. The
committee first met in May of 2019 and discussed
development of a single multi-part user agreement,
a regional approach to identifying and requesting
training, coordinating larger-scale exercises and
reviewing funding streams.

159.
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ELECTORAL
ELECTORAL
FVRD
FVRD
REGIONAL
REGIONAL
AREAS
AREAS CORPORATE
CORPORATE

Exhibit 15 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT COORDINATION

LMLGA FLOOD CONTROL
AND RIVER MANAGEMENT
LMLGACOMMITTEE
FLOOD CONTROL
AND RIVER MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE

MISSION EMERGENCY
PLANNING COMMITTEE
MISSION
EMERGENCY
LIAISON
PLANNING COMMITTEE
LIAISON

NICOMEN ISLAND
DISTRICT DIKING AND
NICOMEN
PUMP
STATIONISLAND
UPGRADE
DISTRICT COMMITTEE
DIKING AND
STEERING
PUMP STATION UPGRADE
STEERING COMMITTEE

BUSINESS
CONTINUITY STEERING
BUSINESS
COMMITTEE
CONTINUITY STEERING
COMMITTEE

EMERGENCY
PLANNING COMMITTEE FOR
EMERGENCY
ELECTORAL
AREA H
PLANNING COMMITTEE FOR
ELECTORAL AREA H

FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL
DISTRICT EMERGENCY
FRASER
VALLEY
REGIONAL
PLANNERS
COMMITTEE
DISTRICT EMERGENCY
PLANNERS COMMITTEE

FRASER BASIN COUNCIL
REGIONAL COMMITTEE
FRASER BASIN COUNCIL
REGIONAL COMMITTEE

FVRD CAO/SENIOR
MANAGEMENT
FVRD CAO/SENIOR
MANAGEMENT

FVRD BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
FVRD BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

COMMITTEE

DETAILS

Reporting

Lower
Mainland Local Government
COMMITTEE
Association Flood Control and River
Lower
Mainland
Local Government
Management
Committee
Association Flood Control and River
Management Committee
Mission Emergency Planning
Committee Liason
Mission Emergency Planning
Committee Liason

The
FVRD appointed three Municipal Directors and one Electoral Area Director to the committee.
DETAILS
We were told that the appointed Electoral Area Director had not yet attended the meeting and knew
The
appointed
littleFVRD
of their
role. three Municipal Directors and one Electoral Area Director to the committee.
We were told that the appointed Electoral Area Director had not yet attended the meeting and knew
little of their role.
The FVRD appointed one Electoral Area Director to this committee, however, FVRD staff
and the appointed elected official were unfamiliar with the position or its responsibilities.
The FVRD appointed one Electoral Area Director to this committee, however, FVRD staff
and the appointed elected official were unfamiliar with the position or its responsibilities.

No
formal reporting
Reporting
mechanism identified
No formal reporting
mechanism identified

Fraser Valley Regional District
Emergency Planners Committee
Fraser Valley Regional District
Emergency Planners Committee

Formed in May of 2019, the committee intended to integrate local authorities and emergency management
stakeholders across the Fraser Valley to leverage influence and expertise, and inform stakeholders who
Formed
May of 2019,
the committee
intended
to integrate
local management
authorities and
emergency
management
manageinprograms
and projects
that affect
aspects
of emergency
within
the FVRD
boundaries.
stakeholders across the Fraser Valley to leverage influence and expertise, and inform stakeholders who
manage programs and projects that affect aspects of emergency management within the FVRD boundaries.
The FVRD appointed Municipal Directors to the committee and provided regular updates to the FVRD Board.
Staff also told us that they worked closely with the Fraser Basin Council in developing mitigation and risk
The
FVRD appointed
Municipal
Directors
to the
committee
regular updates to the FVRD Board.
strategies,
sharing expertise
and
developing
tools,
such asand
3D provided
flood modelling.
Staff also told us that they worked closely with the Fraser Basin Council in developing mitigation and risk
strategies, sharing expertise and developing tools, such as 3D flood modelling.
Established in 2017 to provide guidance in the development and implementation of improvements
to the Nicomen Island Diking and Pump Station as a result of receiving a 10.5 million dollar grant from
Established
2017 to provide guidance in the development and implementation of improvements
the provincialingovernment.
to the Nicomen Island Diking and Pump Station as a result of receiving a 10.5 million dollar grant from
the provincial government.
Established in 2018 to facilitate and create the FVRD’s corporate Business Continuity Plan. The committee
was accountable to the CAO, composed of senior management and chaired by the Manager of Corporate
Established
2018
to facilitate
and create the FVRD’s corporate Business Continuity Plan. The committee
Affairs duringin the
period
of the audit.
was accountable to the CAO, composed of senior management and chaired by the Manager of Corporate
Affairs during the period of the audit.
Was the only committee established at the electoral area level for emergency management and focused
on the development and maintenance of the Sleepy Hollow Rd. Exit Protocol. There were no formal terms
Was
the onlyorcommittee
established
at the electoral area level for emergency management and focused
of reference
minutes kept
for the committee.
on the development and maintenance of the Sleepy Hollow Rd. Exit Protocol. There were no formal terms
of reference or minutes kept for the committee.

No formal reporting
mechanism identified
No formal reporting
mechanism identified

Fraser Basin Council Regional
Committee
Fraser Basin Council Regional
Committee
Nicomen Island District Diking
and Pump Station Upgrade
Nicomen
Island District Diking
Steering Committee
and Pump Station Upgrade
Steering Committee
Business Continuity Steering
Committee
Business Continuity Steering
Committee
Emergency Planning Committee
for Electoral Area H
Emergency Planning Committee
for Electoral Area H

No formal reporting
mechanism identified
No formal reporting
mechanism identified

Provided regular updates
to the FVRD Board
Provided regular updates
to the FVRD Board
No formal reporting
mechanism identified
No formal reporting
mechanism identified
Accountable/Reports
to CAO and senior
Accountable/Reports
management
to CAO and senior
management
No formal reporting
mechanism identified
No formal reporting
mechanism identified

Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation
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FIRST NATIONS
The Regional District had not developed emergency management-related agreements with First
Nations, with the exception of:

160.

	An evacuation protocol with Soowhalie First
Nation
	Fire protection agreements with five First
Nations within its boundaries, with an additional four agreements in the process of being
finalized
SUPPLIERS AND CONTRACTORS
While the Regional District relied upon
contractors to assist during emergencies, it had not
developed formal agreements or clarified contractor
roles and responsibilities during an emergency.
Staff acknowledged that they may have to compete
for resources (such as equipment and personnel)
during large scale emergencies.

161.

VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT
Emergency management programs rely heavily
on volunteer help, especially during times of response
and recovery when local emergency personnel are
busy dealing with incidents. It is important for local
governments to develop volunteer management
strategies and programs that support emergency
response and enable a community to recover quickly.
Volunteers can take on various responsibilities such
as neighbourhood preparedness, emergency support
services, or community emergency planning.
162.

The Regional District had identified in its
Emergency Management Response and Recovery
Plan some tasks that might be handled by volunteers such as those who provide emergency support
services (food and shelter for up to 72 hours) and
volunteer firefighters. However, the Regional District
had areas where it could strengthen the management
of non-firefighting volunteers. It had not:

163.

	Developed a formal program to recruit, train
and maintain volunteer responders, including
minimum training requirements
	Established a volunteer management strategy
that could sustain and support emergency
management activities on an ongoing basis
	Developed emergency support services
response guidelines and plans
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	Identified in its corporate emergency plan
how to coordinate new volunteers and
not-for-profit organizations to assist during
emergencies
	Kept training records for its emergency
support services volunteers. However, staff
informed us that volunteers would not be
permitted to conduct registrations of evacuees
during activation if they had not been trained
to do so

EMBC REGIONAL EMERGENCY
SUPPORT SERVICE (ESS)
Emergency Management BC aims to provide
regional emergency support service teams with
ongoing support and resources by sharing, informing
and helping to build a network of knowledgeable
volunteers and professionals.
In May 2019, a community newsletter was reinstated
to help connect regional emergency support service
teams and provide a way for members to stay
informed about activities and resources in B.C.
Some of these resources include the Mobile Support
Team that is composed of highly trained emergency
support service volunteers who can be deployed on
short notice to communities throughout the province.
More recently, Emergency Management BC aims to
improve the provincial emergency support service
program by piloting the digital Registration and
Assistance System in four communities*. This online
registration process has the goal of reducing wait
times for evacuees and processing time for volunteers.
*The four pilot communities are Kamloops, Regional
District of Central Okanagan, Tk’emlúps te
Secwe’pemc and Prince George.
Source: ESS Connections, Issue 1 (2019), Emergency Management BC
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In 2018, the Regional District conducted an
emergency support services exercise and identified
some gaps for volunteers to carry out service functions completely. In general, staff felt that volunteer
recruitment was challenging and that emergency
support services relying on volunteers required
more support to become a mature program.

164.

In addition to emergency support services
volunteers, the Regional District had seven volunteer fire departments that serviced its electoral areas.
Staff confirmed that the Manager of Electoral Area
Emergency Services provided support in the recruitment of firefighters and purchasing of firefighting
equipment for these fire departments. The Regional
District facilitated training opportunities for volunteer firefighters but delegated the management of
volunteer firefighters to individual fire departments.

165.

Overall, the Regional District lacked strategic
direction and volunteer support for its emergency
support services program. However, subsequent
to the audit period, the Regional District started
making some improvements:

166.

	Started the process of developing an emergency support services plan and emergency
support services Level 1 Response Checklist
	Updated its volunteer contact list

RECOMMENDATION EIGHT
The Fraser Valley Regional District should strengthen
its coordination with relevant parties on emergency
management by:
	
Considering a more proactive role at the regional
level, through the newly proposed Fraser Valley
Regional Emergency Planners Committee or other
regional body, to share and coordinate emergency
management planning, resources and expertise
with municipal partners, First Nations and
other partners
	
Establishing partnerships and mutual aid
agreements with nearby local governments,
First Nations and relevant stakeholders
	
Establishing a formal agreement with the Cultus
Lake Park Board that clarifies the authority
and responsibility of the Fraser Valley Regional
District to provide and coordinate emergency
management services within the park
	
Establishing formal agreements with suppliers
and contractors to secure emergency supplies
and resources
	
Raising staff awareness of their roles and
responsibilities in different committees
	
Developing and implementing a volunteer
management strategy that engages volunteer
members with appropriate training and
effectively utilizes volunteer resources,
including support that could be provided by
non-government organizations
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DEBRIS MANAGEMENT
Events such as ice storms, seismic events and
floods can produce a significant amount of waste,
which can hinder community recovery and overwhelm landfills. Incorporating debris management
in emergency planning can enhance the speed of
the physical, social and economic recovery of a
community following an incident and can also
increase resiliency.

167.

Although the Regional District had assessed
debris flow hazards in the North Bend community
and identified these as high risk and high impact
hazards in Electoral Areas A and B, it had not
developed a formal debris management plan as part
of its emergency response planning or any other
plans to deal with the potential risk.

168.

Overall, the Regional District recognized
the importance of business continuity planning
and took a number of important steps in developing its overall business continuity framework
(see Exhibit 16). However, its business continuity
management program was only partially developed.
More needed to be done to ensure the Regional
District could sustain long-term recovery and meet
organizational obligations.

171.

Exhibit 16 – BUSINESS CONTINUITY PROGRAM TIMELINE
Year
2017

Participated in introductory business continuity
management training

2018

Established Business Continuity Steering
Committee and adopted terms of reference
Adopted Business Continuity Steering Committee
and terms of reference

RECOMMENDATION NINE
The Fraser Valley Regional District should consider
collaborating with member municipalities, First
Nations and neighbouring local governments to
develop a debris management plan that supports
recovery from an emergency and increases
community resilience.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING AND
SERVICE RECOVERY STRATEGIES

Began business impact analysis
Drafted Business Continuity Plan
Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation

BUSINESS CONTINUITY POLICY
In February 2018, the Regional District adopted
its Business Continuity Plan Policy. The Regional
District made the policy available to staff, including
department managers and other interested parties.
We found the following gaps in the policy:
172.

 he policy used some terminology interT
changeably such as a “plan policy” and
“management framework,” which made its
purpose, objective and outcomes unclear

As local government operations can be significantly affected by an emergency incident, it is
important for local governments to develop business continuity plans that ensure critical services
continue through disruptions. By creating and
maintaining a business continuity plan, a local
government can help ensure it has the resources
and information it needs to deal with an emergency,
sustain long-term recovery and meet its organizational obligations. Business continuity management
can also reaffirm a local government’s commitment
to recovery efforts.

169.

Although business continuity planning is not a
statutory requirement, Emergency Management BC
recommends CSA Z1600 Emergency Management
and Business Continuity Programs as a standard
for establishing emergency management and business continuity programs.

The policy did not identify the need to align
with the Regional District’s corporate goals
While the District intended to follow ISO
22301 standards, the policy did not state the
expected level of compliance with these standards and how it would accomplish this
 he policy’s benchmarks for success, such
T
as minimal interruption to operations, were
difficult to measure and the policy did not
state or refer to documentation on how
outcomes would be monitored and reviewed

170.
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Business Continuity Related Activities

The policy had not been reviewed or revised
since its adoption to reflect changes, for example,
the implementation of the Business Continuity
Steering Committee.

173.
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLAN
In 2018, the Regional District drafted a business continuity plan that included key elements such
as priorities for restoring business operations during
and after incidents, staff roles and responsibilities, a
process for activating a plan, guidelines for media
relations, communications and warning procedures,
as well as options for relocations. It also identified
some critical resources such as vital records that
might affect operations and managerial responsibilities during emergencies and business disruptions.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANS

174.

However, the business continuity plan was
missing a number of sections, including:

175.

I dentification and definition of authorities
during and following an incident
Risks and mitigation strategies

Business continuity plans are strategic plans
concerned with returning a local government’s
critical services to full operation as soon as possible.
They address productivity loss and physical damage
that may result from disruptions while normal
services and operations are being restored.
Local governments should prepare business
continuity plans to ensure that emergency
operations and critical services continue despite
the loss of power, facilities, infrastructure and/or
communication systems.
Source: A Guide to Business Continuity Planning (2018), Public Safety
Canada

Business continuity plan management
Testing and training protocol
In addition, the plan’s existing sections had
some gaps and did not:

176.

Describe communication methods with
internal staff and media, or triggers that
would require communication with staff and
their families during incidents
 ave procedures for activating or standing
H
down a business continuity response after an
incident
 escribe how the Regional District would
D
monitor the business continuity plan, identify, evaluate and take corrective actions on
non-conformity and detected gaps
S how the Regional District’s commitment to
develop cooperative or mutual aid agreements
with member municipalities and First Nations
Staff told us they intended to complete drafting
the business continuity plan and conduct a full
test of the plan, before sending it to the Board for
approval.

177.

ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT
The Regional District assigned responsibility
to the Chief Administrative Officer and senior
management team to establish and maintain an
organizational business continuity management
system. To support this system, the Regional
District established a Business Continuity Steering
Committee which included department directors
and managers. The Committee was tasked with
developing a business continuity plan and ensuring
it is sustainable and effective.

178.

In addition, the Business Continuity Steering
Committee had communicated the importance
of effective business continuity management and
system requirements through staff emails and
committee meetings.

179.

The Business Continuity Steering Committee
had terms of reference, however, it had not
completely followed them. For example:

180.

	While the Committee met regularly between
January and June 2018 as required, it had not
met since then. In addition, the Committee
did not keep meeting minutes that accurately
reflected discussions or maintain complete
records of meetings
	It had not reported to the Board on business
continuity activities and progress, though staff
informed us that they shared relevant information informally with their supervisors
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While the Regional District recognized a need
for business continuity and took some steps in
developing it, there were a number of gaps in the
process. For example:

181.

	Formal timelines to complete its business
continuity plan had not been established
	Competencies or training for personnel with
business continuity responsibilities had not
been established
	Business continuity training had not been
tracked since December 2017
	It had not determined requirements for
the program’s ongoing support, such as
annual operational costs of running its business continuity program, training or other
resources
ESSENTIAL SERVICES IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITIZATION
It is important for local governments to identify critical services needed to continue business
operations through emergencies and to prioritize
resources such as staff and funding accordingly.

182.

As previously stated, Fraser Valley Regional
District had not, at the corporate level, formally
identified its essential services or functions that
needed to be sustained. The Regional District
had identified critical services at the departmental
level, but had not prioritized or ranked services for
restoration during disasters.

183.

The Regional District’s draft business
continuity plan indicated the maximum allowable
outage of critical functions and ranked functions
based on departmental business impact analyses.
However, staff informed us that expectations for
service recovery were sometimes unrealistic and
had not been tested.

184.

SERVICE DISRUPTION RISKS ASSESSMENT
(BUSINESS IMPACT ANALYSIS)
Business impact analysis can help a local
government understand the potential effect emergencies may have on its business functions and what
resources need to be set aside to mitigate such risks.

185.
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The Regional District had begun working on
departmental business impact analyses in 2018, identifying some critical business functions and financial
and operational impacts caused by disruptions. Staff
said that departmental business impact analyses
informed the business continuity plan. However,
these were in various stages of completion and staff
had not reviewed their analysis since mid-2018.

186.

The Regional District had not identified risks
or threats that might impact service provision
and the business impact analysis had not taken
into account the organization’s actual capacity
and resource requirements for staff and external
providers to ensure continued service delivery. The
Regional District’s Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability
Assessment did not inform its draft business
continuity plan.

187.

In addition, the Regional District had not
clarified with outsourced service providers other
than emergency responders, about communication protocols, service needs and expectations (for
example, policy or system requirements) of its business continuity plans and processes.

188.

BUSINESS IMPACT ANALYSIS
A business impact analysis identifies and evaluates
business processes and functions and provides a
foundation for developing recovery strategies and
business continuity plans.
A business impact analysis typically details:
	Essential government operations or services
to be covered by a business continuity
management system, their dependencies and
required support resources
	Threats and situations that may impact
the provision of these services
	The impacts of disruptive incidents
	Criteria for prioritizing essential operations
for restoring these services
Source: Core Policy & Procedures Manual (2019), Government of
British Columbia, and ISO Chapter 22301 – Business Continuity
Management Systems
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At the corporate level, the Regional District had
not established risk mitigation approaches to shorten
or reduce the likelihood of business disruptions. Staff
said they considered risk mitigation approaches such
as information technology infrastructure upgrades
to reduce the periods of disruption and identified
internal and external dependencies and supporting
resources required to provide business continuity
and to perform critical functions.

189.

SERVICE RECOVERY PROCEDURES
AND PRACTICES
Fraser Valley Regional District had developed
some emergency response and service recovery
procedures at the departmental level.

190.

DRINKING WATER SERVICE

The Regional District developed a Utilities
Emergency Response Plan (2016) that provided
information on each of its water systems and
outlined procedures to follow when restoring these
services during or after an emergency.

191.

Out of the Regional District’s 14 water systems
(see Exhibit 6), staff identified three that were most
vulnerable due to the number of connections or type
of water supply:

192.

	Boston Bar Integrated Water System and
North Bend Water System relied on surface
water to supply 135 connections and 45
connections, respectively. Both systems
required water treatment
	Cultus Lake had a high-risk area with at
least 500 connections. Regional District staff
told us that they had strengthened emergency
response strategies by upgrading hydrants and
pipe mains and ensuring the Regional District
could rely on fire trucks to haul additional
water if necessary

According to staff, they established a number
of processes to prevent or address water-related
emergencies, for example:

193.

	The Regional District had redundant backup
power available for its water systems (except
Hope Air Park) and was responsible for operating and maintaining power generators at each
location
	Only some of the Regional District’s water
systems had backup wells and the Regional
District did not have redundancy for water
storage as all water systems were single
storage facilities. The Regional District relied
on service suppliers or fire departments to
help truck water where needed in the event of
emergencies
	In the event of critical equipment breakdown,
such as for chlorine or UV water treatment,
staff confirmed the Regional District had
spare parts on-site at each water treatment
plant and also backup chlorine pump systems
that could be brought on-site to disinfect water
	The Regional District used the Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition System
(SCADA) to monitor all of its water and
sewer systems, except at Hope Air Park. Staff
stated that if SCADA failed, they would
receive an alarm notification immediately and
could be on-site to address issues within 30 to
60 minutes
Staff stated that they relied on external service
providers for necessary equipment to help restore
services. The Utilities Emergency Response Plan
(2016) identified external service providers that
staff would turn to in the event of service disruptions. However, the Regional District had not
established any service agreements for guaranteed or priority utility service during disruptions
and relied on informal relationships with existing
service suppliers.

194.
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WASTEWATER SERVICES

The Regional District’s Utilities Emergency
Response Plan (2016) provided information on
three of its four sewer systems and procedures to
follow when restoring these services during or after
an emergency. Staff confirmed they used this plan
to address wastewater emergencies, although they
had not updated this plan to include emergency
response procedures for the Baker Trails Wastewater
Treatment Plant, which was installed in 2018.
195.

Staff had not tested or exercised disaster or
emergency response scenarios to confirm their
effectiveness but felt strongly that they were
familiar with day-to-day operations of the waste
water systems to address issues as they arose. They
confirmed that in the event of a system failure,
the Regional District would pump and haul septic
waste from the system and dispose of the waste in
an authorized facility.

196.

SOLID WASTE SERVICE

For solid waste emergency response, staff told
us they used the procedures on emergency and fire
protection outlined in the Operational Certificate
issued by the Province for the landfill, as they had
no other emergency response procedures for any
other facilities.

197.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) SERVICES

The Fraser Valley Regional District’s IT department recognized that many critical services relied
on information technology and identified the
importance of having good backup options for
its system. Between 2016 and 2018, the Regional
District made a number of upgrades to its IT infrastructure including the creation of a backup server
and recovery centre in Hope, setup of a wide area
network link connecting the primary and secondary
data centres and adoption of VMware and Veeam
technology for more reliable system and remote
access data recovery.

198.
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In April 2018, the IT department prepared
an overview of the new backup and replication
protocols. However, the Regional District had not
formally documented its IT recovery processes to
ensure information was easily accessible by multiple
staff. Staff said they hoped to have a data recovery
process documented by the end of 2019 and to
begin conducting recovery tests regularly thereafter.

199.

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Local governments should determine in advance
assets they consider to be critical infrastructure.
These are the assets needed to provide services
through an emergency. There are nationally
recognized types of critical infrastructure:
those necessary to provide drinking water, food,
transportation, health, energy and utilities, safety,
telecommunications and information technology,
government, finance and manufacturing.
Emergency Management BC, along with Defence
Research and Development Canada and the Justice
Institute of British Columbia, has developed a
Critical Infrastructure Assessment Tool to help local
governments analyze their critical infrastructure
in hazard scenarios. By using this tool, a local
government can improve community resilience:
	Enhance its overall awareness of critical
infrastructure and its dependencies among key
players
	Identify and analyze vulnerable goods and services
as well as the criticality of local assets
	Identify areas needing increased robustness and
redundancies
	Implement recommendations for prevention/
mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery
Source: Emergency Management BC web content
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In 2018, the Regional District used an external
service provider to help set up and test its data
backup systems. The IT department expected data
to be backed up four times a day and relied on IT
personnel to retrieve data and make appropriate
corrections to the system in the event of IT system
failures. However:

200.

RECOMMENDATION TEN
The Fraser Valley Regional District should continue
to strengthen its business continuity program to
facilitate the timely recovery of critical business
services by:

	According to the Regional District, some IT
staff did not have sufficient staff backup and
training in place and if certain IT staff were
not available, the Regional District would
have challenges trying to retrieve data

	
Strengthening its business continuity policy and
completing its business continuity plan following
leading practices, Emergency Management BC
recommendations and internally established
timelines

	The Regional District did not sign any service
agreements with external providers to guarantee ongoing or priority IT support in event
of disruption

	
Collaborating with other local governments in
developing the business continuity program
to exchange ideas, lessons learned and good
practices

The IT department had identified some
recovery point and recovery time objectives for its
IT systems. However, they developed these objectives based on their own knowledge and judgement,
without testing for actual recovery feasibility.
Other department staff did not consider actual IT
recovery feasibility to realistically support their
critical functions.
201.

CRITICAL BUILDINGS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Although the Regional District had identified
some vulnerable services and infrastructure in its
Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (2017),
it had not formally identified critical infrastructure
that might be affected by emergencies and impact
the recovery of the community. For example, these
might include drinking water and sewage systems,
solid waste management facilities, regional district
offices and the Emergency Operations Centre.

202.

	
Ensuring that the Regional District’s Business
Continuity Committee follows its terms of reference
	
Formally identifying a business continuity
program champion and defining roles and
responsibilities for this individual
	
Developing staff competencies and providing
training required for developing and
implementing a business continuity program
	
Identifying ongoing resources and support
required for the business continuity program and
incorporating it into the budget
	
Establishing formal service agreements with
suppliers and service providers to guarantee
priority service during emergencies
	
Aligning all departmental emergency response
and recovery plans and procedures to incorporate
established business continuity processes
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STATUTORY
REQUIREMENTS AND
GOVERNANCE

EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
PLANNING

EXERCISING
AND TESTING

TRAINING

PUBLIC AND
STAKEHOLDER
AWARENESS AND
EDUCATION

MAINTENANCE
AND CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

RESOURCING

We expect a local government to take steps to ensure its emergency
management program is adequately resourced in terms of staffing and
budget. We also expect the local government to have an annual operating
budget and financial management policies and procedures to support its
emergency management program, including cost recovery.

Fraser Valley Regional District mostly met our
expectations in this area. The Regional District
had established financial management controls to
support emergency planning, including processes to
apply for relevant grants, request external financial
assistance and assess budget needs.

203.

POLICY REQUIREMENTS AND EXPECTATIONS
The Regional District’s policy requirements or
expectations on resourcing the emergency management program were not clear. It had not included
policy guidance on the emergency management program’s funding and other support in its
Emergency Measures Bylaw (No. 127, 1997) and
formally assigned responsibility for identifying the
program’s needs and budget.

204.

BUDGETING AND NEEDS ASSESSMENTS
Staff told us the Regional District generally
followed a historic approach to derive the annual
budget for its emergency management program.
The Manager of Electoral Area Emergency Services
typically drafted a budget and discussed it with the
Chief Financial Officer.
205.

The overall emergency management program
budget remained relatively stable from 2015 to
2018. It increased in 2019, reflecting additional
capital expenditures, the hiring of an Emergency
Management Specialist and full allocation of an
executive assistant’s costs to the emergency management program. Over the five-year period 2015-2019,
the program budget increased by 65 per cent (see
Exhibit 17).
206.

Exhibit 17 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM BUDGET 2015-2019
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BUDGET
Salaries and Benefits
Honoraria for Volunteer Liaisons

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

CHANGE 2015-2019

$159,500

$156,000

$158,400

$161,760

$280,000

76%

$-

$8,000

$8,000

$8,000

$10,000

-

Consultant Contracts

$2,500

$-

$-

$2,000

$-

(100%)

Overhead Support

$25,500

$27,900

$28,500

$29,100

$31,080

22%

Training & Membership

$11,950

$10,700

$10,700

$10,700

$9,700

(19%)

Supplies

$7,200

$8,000

$8,000

$6,000

$5,000

(31%)

Communications

$1,440

$2,440

$1,950

$1,200

$2,200

53%

Vehicle Insurance, Maintenance & Gas

$1,900

$2,850

$4,350

$6,400

$7,600

300%

Other*

$36,500

$4,500

$12,500

$12,440

$62,000

70%

Total Budget

$246,490

$220,390

$232,400

$237,600

$407,580

65%

* “Other” expenditures include travel and capital expenditure for vehicles and equipment.
Note: The expenditures above are direct costs only. The budgets exclude fire protection, flood control and recoverable response costs.
Sources: Fraser Valley Regional District financial documentation
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Exhibit 18 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM ACTUAL EXPENDITURES 2015-2018
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
BUDGET-TO-ACTUAL COSTS

2018

2015

2016

2017

2018

(excl. $175,305 recoverable
response costs)

Budget

$246,490

$220,390

$232,400

$237,600

$237,600

Actual

$232,895

$227,405

$224,342

$444,099

$268,794

Budget-to-Actual variance ($)

($13,595)

$7,015

($8,058)

$206,499

$31,194

Budget-to-Actual variance (%)

(6%)

3%

(3%)

87%

13%

Sources: Fraser Valley Regional District financial documentation

The budgets considered different resources,
including staff salaries and benefits, volunteer
liaison, supplies, training and communications.
Staff told us that costs associated with emergency
exercises were absorbed into existing cost categories
(salaries, supplies and others) rather than a separate
budget line item.

207.

Fraser Valley Regional District’s actual emergency management expenditures in 2018 were
$444,099, which was 1.76 per cent of the Regional
District’s total operating expenditure. The actual
expenditure included $175,305 freshet and wildfire
response costs, which were later recovered from the
Province.

208.

As shown in Exhibit 18, the emergency management program actual to budget cost variances
stayed within six per cent between 2015 and 2017.
Factoring out recovered response costs, the budgetto-actual variance was 13 per cent in 2018. The
costs to purchase equipment and replace laptops in
the Emergency Operations Centres contributed to
this variance.

209.

The Regional District did not have any
processes to track staff and volunteer time spent on
emergency management activities, other than time
spent by staff at the Emergency Operations Centre
during activations or exercises. Consequently, the
emergency management budget might not reflect
the full cost of emergency management operations
such as staffing.

211.

Between 2015 and 2018, the Regional District
spent $27.32 per capita annually on emergency
management or $23.08 per capita if recovered emergency response costs are deducted (see Exhibit 19).
These per capita costs are likely overstated, as part
of the emergency management budget, salary and
benefit costs were spent on fire services.
212.

The Manager of Electoral Area Emergency
Services estimated that they spent 40 to 60 per cent
of their working time on the emergency management program, with the rest spent on fire services.
However, the position’s full payroll expense was
allocated to the emergency management budget.

210.
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Exhibit 19 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM COST PER CAPITA 2015-2018
YEAR

Actual Fraser Valley Regional District
Emergency Management Expenditures $

Electoral Area Population
(2016 census)

Cost Per Capita
$

2015

232,895

10,328

22.55

2016

227,405

10,328

22.02

2017

224,342

10,328

21.72

2018

444,099 incl:
- 268,794 operating costs
- 175,305 emergency response costs
recoverable from the Province

10,328

43.00
or
26.03 excl. recoverable response costs

282,185
or
238,359 excl. recoverable emergency response costs

10,328

27.32
or
23.08 excl. recoverable emergency response costs

Average

Sources: Fraser Valley Regional District financial documentation and 2016 Census, BC Stats

RESOURCE REQUEST AND RECOVERY FOR
EMERGENCY INCIDENTS
Fraser Valley Regional District was aware of
the process to request resources from Emergency
Management BC. For example, staff used an
Emergency Operations Centre form to request
resources from Emergency Management BC
during freshet in 2018. Staff attached price quotes
and internal authorization forms to help justify
the resources requested and prepared daily cost
summary reports to ensure resource requests and
financial transactions were processed on time.

213.

GRANTS AND OTHER EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT FINANCIAL AID
Regional District staff told us that they had
regular contact with Emergency Management BC
and local government associations to get updates
on external support opportunities such as grants.
The Regional District was successful in receiving a
number of grants for its emergency management
program. For example, during the audit period it
received the grants shown in Exhibit 20.
214.

Exhibit 20 – UNION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS FUND GRANTS RECEIVED
Application

Grant Purpose

Approval

Amount

Nov 2018

Evacuation route planning for Electoral Area H

Feb 2019

$25,000

Jan 2018

Secondary Emergency Operations Centre funding

Oct 2018

$25,000

Nov 2017

ESS supplies and training

Jan 2018

$25,000

Sources: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation
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In addition, the Regional District applied for a
grant under the Community Resiliency Investment
– FireSmart Community Funding & Support
Program for community wildfire protection planning in January 2019, in the amount of $89,165.
The outcome of this grant application was pending.
215.

Prior to the audit period in March 2017, the
Regional District received a $10.5 million grant
from the Province to improve the Nicomen Island
diking system, including pump and dike upgrades.
Staff advised that work funded by this grant,
including an engineering study, had already started.

216.

RESERVES
The Regional District maintained a number of
reserves and surpluses; however, it did not have a
formalized reserve and surplus fund policy. Staff
believed their surplus funds and reserves could
match the expected capital replacement needs.

217.

The Regional District had emergency management-appropriated surpluses, including some
accumulated from each electoral area. The Regional
District can use these surpluses on emergency
response or recovery during or after an emergency. These surplus funds were restricted to their
respective electoral areas and totalled $316,765 as
of 2018 year-end. The Regional District also had
appropriated surpluses on flood control and diking
totalling $133,862 at the end of 2018.

218.

The latest policy was renewed in May 2018
for one-year coverage. The limit of the property
coverage was $45 million, larger than the Regional
District’s tangible assets’ net book value (except for
land) at $39,554,715 at the end of 2018.

221.

RECOMMENDATION ELEVEN
The Fraser Valley Regional District should identify
all relevant costs associated with its emergency
management program, including staff and volunteer
time spent on emergency management, in order to
have a better understanding of full program costs
and ensure the Regional District’s budget accurately
reflects the total program cost.
Taking this step would help the Regional District
meet statutory requirements related to resource allocation set out in the Emergency Program Act and
Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation
and be better prepared for potential emergencies.

222.

The Regional District did not have a reserve
fund specifically for emergency management, but
maintained reserves for flood control and diking
for different communities such as Baker Trails and
Frosst Creek. The balances of these reserves totalled
$190,740 at the end of 2018.

219.

INSURANCE
The Regional District was insured through
the Municipal Insurance Association of British
Columbia for property, business interruption, loss
of income, and crime. Special endorsements for
flood and earthquake events and an “all risks”
perils policy were also included.

220.
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TRAINING

We expect local governments to provide opportunities for the training
of Emergency Planning Committee members and Emergency Operations
Centre personnel, volunteers and key stakeholders. In particular, there
should be a budget in support of a training plan, along with documented
training activities, including training certifications of Emergency Operations Centre personnel.

Training helps ensure that emergency management personnel are ready and prepared to carry out
their responsibilities in the event of an emergency
or disaster.

223.

Fraser Valley Regional District partially met
our expectations in this area. The Regional District’s
Emergency Measures Bylaw (No. 127, 1997) set
out policy requirements making the Emergency
Planning Committee responsible for preparing a
training program. Although it provided training
opportunities, the Regional District did not develop
a formal emergency management training program
or identify training priorities and requirements to
support its emergency plan.

224.

The Regional District established a training
budget as shown in Exhibit 17 and provided
training opportunities to emergency personnel.
The Regional District generally recommended staff
attend the following training:
225.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAMS
Formalized training (usually in the form of established
training programs) should:
Include target timelines
Reaffirm the organization’s commitment to the
emergency plan and emergency response
Have training matrices that list each identified role
and the training required for it
Have a training curriculum that ties in with
planning documents, supports emergency plan
goals and validates the plan

	Introduction to Emergency Management in
Canada and the Incident Command System

To ensure that staff and emergency response
personnel are ready for the unpredictability of events,
it is important to review training programs and ensure
that personnel continue to stay up-to-date with the
knowledge and skills required to fulfil their roles and
responsibilities when events occur.

	Emergency Operations Centre Management
Staff and Section Chiefs courses

Source: Emergency Management BC web content and B.C. Emergency
Management System (2016), Government of British Columbia

	Functional roles of the Emergency Operations
Centre team
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However, participation in training was voluntary, with no specified training requirements for
elected officials, staff or emergency support services
volunteers to fulfil their emergency management
roles.
226.
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ELECTED OFFICIALS TRAINING
The Regional District did not provide emergency management training to the Board or orient
the Board to its emergency roles and responsibilities. In February 2018, the Electoral Area Services
Committee received an overview of the Regional
District’s emergency management services and its
emergency roles.

227.

Board directors felt that they gained some
understanding of their emergency roles during
emergencies and expressed interest in more emergency management training to facilitate better
decision-making and oversight of the emergency
management program.

228.

STAFF TRAINING
Local governments should train their staff to be
knowledgeable of and comfortable with their roles
and responsibilities, to ensure they are prepared to
respond to emergencies as they occur. Staff should
also be trained to be aware of other functions and
to ensure redundancy and appropriate emergency
management coverage.

229.

The Manager of Electoral Area Emergency
Services maintained a staff training matrix and
informed emergency management personnel of
training opportunities. As of January 2019, all
but one Regional District staff member had taken
the basic Emergency Operations Centre Essentials
course, while others had completed additional
emergency management training, for example:

230.

	Introduction to Emergency Management
in Canada
Incident Command System Level 100
Planning for Community Disaster Recovery
	Emergency Operations Centre Planning,
Logistics, Finance and Operations

TRAINING RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
All Emergency Operations Centre personnel and their
alternates should, at a minimum, have emergency
management training that includes the following
Justice Institute of British Columbia courses:
	Introduction to Emergency Management (online)
	Incident Command System 100 (online)
	Emergency Operations Centre Essentials (2 day)
The Emergency Operations Centre management team,
section chiefs and their alternates should have the
above courses, plus the following courses, depending
on their role:
	Operations and planning section chiefs –
add Emergency Operations Centre Operations
and Emergency Operations Centre Planning
(one day each)
	Logistics and finance section chiefs – add
Emergency Operations Centre Logistics and
Finance (one day each)
	Information officer, information team, municipality
spokespersons – Information Officer course (2 day)
Additional training includes:
	Incident Command System 200, 300 and 400
(this training is intended for site responders and is
more operational and tactical, whereas emergency
response centre training is more strategic)
	Introduction to Emergency Social Services
	Emergency Social Services Site Management
	Evacuation Planning
	Crisis Leadership
Elected officials, new or existing, should have the
following training, at a minimum:
	Introduction to Emergency Management
	Emergency Management for Elected Officials
and Executives
	Crisis Leadership
Source: Justice Institute of British Columbia web content
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However, the Regional District had not
developed a staff training plan to align training
needs with Emergency Operations Centre positions.
For example, no Regional District staff had taken
a course designed for the information officer role.

231.

The Regional District had not developed a
formal process to ensure all Emergency Operations
Centre personnel were adequately cross-trained
and able to fulfil backup roles if required. We were
advised that some staff members cross-trained by
switching Emergency Operations Centre roles,
although this was not consistently practised.

232.

None of the staff had obtained an emergency
management certificate. One emergency support
services area coordinator informed us that she had
received this certificate within the audit period.

233.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY TRAINING
It is also important for staff to have business
continuity training, to provide them with knowledge for developing business continuity plans and
to familiarize them with these plans and their individual responsibilities.
234.

The Regional District had identified the
importance of training; however, it had not set any
basic training requirements or competencies for
staff responsible for developing and maintaining
the business continuity plan.

235.

The Regional District provided a two-day
introductory business continuity training course
to its staff in December 2017 but had only kept
informal records of who had taken the training.

236.
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RECOMMENDATION TWELVE
The Fraser Valley Regional District should adopt a
holistic approach to emergency management training
and develop a program, including a multi-year
training plan for its staff and elected officials, that
formally identifies training requirements and focuses
on increasing proficiencies required for the success
of its emergency management program.
Taking these steps will help the Regional District
meet statutory requirements related to training
set out in the Emergency Program Act and Local
Authority Emergency Management Regulation and
be better prepared for potential emergencies.
237.
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EXERCISING AND TESTING

We expect a local government to have procedures to support regular
emergency management plan exercises. We also expect local governments
to periodically conduct or participate in exercises that involve all key
stakeholders such as provincial and federal government officials, First Nations,
surrounding communities, police and ambulance personnel, representatives of major industries and
key suppliers and volunteers.

Because emergencies are largely unpredictable,
it is important for local governments to exercise
or test their emergency management and business
continuity plans on a regular basis, increasing the
robustness of plans and emergency management
confidence. An exercise program can assist local
governments to identify exercises of a variety and
size commensurate with their identified resources
and hazards. Such a program can also describe the
goals of the community and follow a multi-year
plan to implement exercises.

238.

Fraser Valley Regional District partially met
our expectations in this area. The Regional District
conducted emergency exercises with staff and
volunteers and maintained attendance records,
some debriefing notes and reports on its exercises.
However, the Regional District did not develop a
systematic exercise design and planning process
to ensure that exercises adequately addressed
corporate priorities and risks facing the community.
239.

The Regional District’s Emergency Measures
Bylaw (No. 127, 1997) set out policy requirements
by assigning the Emergency Planning Committee
responsibility for planning “a program of emergency response exercises.” The Regional District did
not develop a formal emergency exercise program,
as required by the bylaw, except for the creation of
an annual exercising schedule in 2019 that listed
the time, location and types of anticipated exercises. Without an exercise plan clearly identifying

240.

short-term and long-term learning objectives, a
local government may find that exercises are not
designed to align with risk assessment results and
priorities, and may not be feasible and effective.

EXERCISE PROGRAM
Local authorities are required by the Local Authority
Emergency Management Regulation to develop a
formal exercise program as part of their emergency
program. The following goals can be included in an
exercise program:
	Validating emergency plan objectives
	Testing systems, procedures and equipment
	Identifying resource gaps and execution
weaknesses
	Clarifying roles and responsibilities
	Improving inter-agency coordination and
communication
	Assessing participant knowledge and skills and
their readiness to perform their duties during
emergencies/disasters
Source: Emergency Management BC web content and B.C. Emergency
Management System (2016), Government of British Columbia
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Exhibit 21 – FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT’S EMERGENCY EXERCISES 2017–MARCH 2019
Date

Location

Scenario

Exercise Type

Attendees

Jan 2019

Fraser Valley Regional District
Primary Emergency Operations Centre

No specific risk scenario, but
included a process overview

Emergency Operations
Centre Activation

Fraser Valley Regional District staff

Oct 2018

Fraser Valley Regional District
Primary Emergency Operations Centre

Earthquake

Emergency Operations
Centre Activation

Fraser Valley Regional District staff

Apr 2018

Yale Community Centre

Derailment

Functional (ESS and
Evacuation)

Fraser Valley Regional District staff,
volunteers and local residents

Jul 2017

Fraser Valley Regional District
Primary Emergency Operations Centre

Hazardous Materials Spill

Emergency Operations
Centre Activation

Fraser Valley Regional District staff

Mar 2017

Fraser Valley Regional District
Primary Emergency Operations Centre

Freshet Flood

Tabletop

Fraser Valley Regional District staff,
Ministry of Agriculture and EMBC representatives

Note: The information includes exercises in 2017 to reflect the frequency of emergency exercises.
Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation

The Regional District conducted a number of
emergency exercises of various types and scenarios
during the audit period and maintained exercise
attendance records (see Exhibit 21).

241.

The Regional District had engaged with a
number of stakeholders to prepare for and conduct
some exercises, including volunteer members, local
residents and representatives of the provincial
government. In addition, the Regional District took
part in provincial Shakeout BC earthquake drills in
October of 2017 and 2018.

242.

The Regional District did not participate in a
large-scale, region-wide exercise during the period
covered by the audit. This was because no such exercises were organized by other levels of government
and offered in the region. The Regional District
was not yet in a position to (co)organize this type
of exercise on its own, as this requires thorough
preparation and learnings from progressive, smaller
exercises and the Regional District was still developing such proficiency. Furthermore, the vast area
and relatively low density of the Regional District
add to resourcing challenges associated with organizing a large-scale joint exercise.
243.
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EXERCISING EMERGENCY PLANS
Exercising can occur in various formats:
	Discussion-based activities such as tabletop
exercises that familiarize participants with plans,
procedures and responsibilities and can inform
new plans and revisions
	Operations-based drills that focus on the
functionality of specific activities, such as a
building evacuation drill or a hazardous material
containment drill
	Full-scale exercises that typically involve multiple
stakeholders and are designed to exercise
“boots on the ground” responses to a wide-scale
emergency incident
Exercises should be geared to the local government’s
Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Assessment and
focused on incidents considered high risk in terms
of likelihood and consequence. Exercises should
be scaled progressively to increase complexity and
challenge over time.
Source: Emergency Management BC web content and B.C. Emergency
Management System (2016), Government of British Columbia
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EXERCISE DESIGN AND PRIORITIZATION
Staff told us that they considered potential
upcoming seasonal hazards when planning exercises, such as flooding and wildfires. The Regional
District relied on staff’s local knowledge, rather
than a formal hazards and risk assessment to ensure
exercises were designed and prioritized to address
major hazards/risks and corporate priorities.

244.

The Regional District considered exercise scenarios published by Emergency Management BC
when designing its own emergency exercises. For
example, the Regional District used Emergency
Management BC’s earthquake scenario to design its
Shakeout and Emergency Operations Centre activation exercise in October 2018.
245.

DEBRIEFING
some instances, the Regional District
prepared briefing notes on some of its exercises,
however, this was not a systematic process. Out
of the three exercises conducted during the audit
period, only one – an emergency support services
and evacuation exercise in April 2018 – had
debriefing notes with exercise results and improvement opportunities.

246. In

Staff said that exercise attendees were usually
debriefed at the end of exercises, though they did
not develop action plans to address recommendations or implement changes as a result of the
exercises.

247.

RECOMMENDATION THIRTEEN
The Fraser Valley Regional District should adopt
a strategic approach to exercising its emergency
management program by:
	
Developing an exercise plan that is aligned with
training needs and supports and validates the
effectiveness of emergency response and business
continuity recovery plans
	
Implementing an exercise planning and design
process to ensure emergency and business
continuity exercises and learning objectives align
with organizational risks and priorities
	
Debriefing upon completion of an exercise or
actual response to an emergency and creating
action plans that follow up on lessons learned
	
Considering opportunities to participate in
provincial-level emergency exercises, such as the
Exercise Coastal Response tentatively scheduled
for 2022
Fraser Valley Regional District staff should continue
conducting progressive, smaller, in-house exercises
to further increase familiarity with roles and
responsibilities and to validate emergency plans
in preparation for and to augment larger scale
joint exercises.
Taking these steps will help the Regional
District meet statutory requirements related to exercise and testing set out in the Emergency Program
Act and Local Authority Emergency Management
Regulation and be better prepared for potential
emergencies.
248.
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PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER AWARENESS
AND EDUCATION

We expect local governments, as part of their emergency management
program to:
P
 romote public and stakeholder awareness of emergency management
 rganize focused engagement initiatives for stakeholders that strengthen their roles in emergency
O
mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery
 esign a public emergency notification system to provide emergency alerts (this is a legislative
D
requirement), updates and information during and after an emergency incident

To ensure that a community is prepared for
emergencies, local governments should raise public
awareness and provide education. It is important
to engage the public to participate meaningfully in
emergency management initiatives and develop the
skills they need to help mitigate their personal risk.

249.

The Regional District partially met our expectations in this area. The Regional District created
some educational materials and background information on emergency preparedness and promoted
emergency support services through its website and
social media. However, during the period covered
by the audit, it had not shared its drafted 2018
Emergency Preparedness Guide with the public or
assessed the effectiveness of its engagement strategies. In general, the Regional District had not
identified or prioritized the need to raise emergency
management awareness or assigned personnel to
promote public and stakeholder awareness.

250.

PUBLIC AWARENESS
AND PREPAREDNESS
Emergency management experts have recommended
that residents be prepared and self-sufficient for up
to 72 hours following an emergency event. More
recently, experts have suggested that people should
plan to be self-sustaining for a full week, while others
suggest up to two weeks in the aftermath of a widearea emergency such as a catastrophic earthquake.
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During such events, first responders are fully
occupied with saving lives and protecting
property, while government officials are busy
restoring essential services. Critical services
such as water, roads infrastructure along with
facilities that provide groceries, gasoline and
pharmaceuticals will likely face shortages as
the region recovers.
To properly prepare, residents must be aware
of the potential hazards facing their community,
such as earthquake, tsunami, floods and
wildfires. They must also take steps to manage
the risks. Simple preparations include:
Making a phone list of important
family, medical, business and
emergency numbers
Proofing the home to minimize damage
 uilding a grab’n’go bag containing
B
essential items
Having an emergency kit with food, water
and basic medical supplies in an easily
accessible location following an event
More information on emergency preparation
is available on Emergency Management BC’s
website.
Source: Emergency Management BC web content
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GENERAL EMERGENCY AWARENESS
251. The Fraser Valley Regional District had used a
variety of ways to raise public awareness of its local
emergency services as shown in Exhibit 22.

EMERGENCY SUPPORT SERVICES AND VOLUNTEER
FIREFIGHTER PROGRAM AWARENESS
The Regional District used its website to
provide residents with information and a general
overview of its emergency support services and
volunteer firefighter programs.
252.

NEIGHBOURHOOD EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS
There is a growing recognition that the disasters our
communities face, both natural and human-made,
increasingly challenge people when facing complex
cascading events. Many recognize the need to more
fully engage the “whole community” in preparing
for, responding to and recovering from large
complex disasters.

The website described emergency support
services activities during an emergency, provided
access to an online emergency support services
volunteer application and information on how
residents could become emergency support services
volunteers. It also described what volunteer firefighters do, how the region relies on volunteers
to assist in fire protection and included an online
volunteer firefighter application.
253.

Citizens’ grassroots efforts in community
neighbourhoods are one way to raise public awareness
and foster emergency preparedness to make the
community more resilient.
Local governments can help build neighbourhood
preparedness by providing workshops and training,
advice on preparing emergency kits, or building
awareness of available emergency services and
volunteering opportunities in the area.

Exhibit 22 – PUBLIC OUTREACH AND AWARENESS OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

The Regional District’s Website provided information on:
www

Emergency Preparedness

Emergency Operations Centre Status and Alerts

Overview of Emergency Services
and Past Activations

External Links to Provincial Resources
Resources (EMBC, BC Hydro etc.)

The Regional District used Twitter to raise awareness about:
Personal and Small Business Preparedness

Wildfire and Earthquake Preparedness

Earthquake Preparedness (ShakeOut BC)

OPEN
HOUSE

The Regional District stated they held open houses and event-driven meetings to introduce
the public to the Regional District’s emergency services particularly before wildfire season.

Source: Fraser Valley Regional District documentation

RECOMMENDATION FOURTEEN
The Fraser Valley Regional District should strengthen public awareness and education of emergency management by:
	
Formally assigning responsibility to a particular individual for raising public awareness and developing
educational materials on emergency management
	
Identifying short-term and long-term priorities for public awareness and education
	
Ensuring public awareness and educational materials are released in a timely manner
	
Considering smaller neighbourhood/community awareness and preparedness initiatives, given
the large geographic area
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We expect local governments to adhere to the principle of continuous
improvement. Aside from regular reviews of emergency plan(s), lessons
learned following emergency incidents and exercises should be reflected
in those plans and incorporated into operational actions. Formal reporting
of emergency management progress and results also supports the continuous
improvement of a local emergency management program.

Local governments should use lessons learned
from exercises and activations to review, evaluate
and improve emergency plans, procedures and
guidelines. This can be accomplished through
surveys or interviews with emergency response
personnel and stakeholders after exercises or by
using “after action reports” as part of the demobilization phase. A local government can also establish
performance measurements and reporting processes
for its emergency management program. The
ultimate goal is to ensure that plans reflect current
capabilities, needs and conditions of the community
when responding to emergencies or disasters.
254.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Emergency Mitigation/Prevention
	Frequency and regularity of review and updating
of the Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Assessment
	Annual cost of emergency mitigation/preventionrelated activities such as a fire prevention
campaign and inspections
Emergency Preparedness
	Number of Emergency Planning Committee
meetings per period
	Number of reviews and updates of emergency
management plans based on Hazard, Risk and
Vulnerability Assessment per period, including
supplementary emergency plans for all
critical services
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	Number of Emergency Operations Centre refresher
training sessions and emergency exercises
conducted per year to validate the emergency plan
	Number of mutual aid agreements and
memorandums of understanding for the provision
of key services
	Number and annual cost of community awareness
and engagement campaigns
Emergency Response
	Time required to respond to incidents
	Number of incidents responded to per year and
number of response evaluations and revisions
	Cost of emergency response-related activities,
including staff and volunteer time, equipment
and supplies
Emergency Recovery
	Time required to recover from incidents
	Cost of emergency recovery-related activities,
including staff and volunteer time, equipment
and supplies
	Total cost per incident, including response
and recovery costs
Note: This list is not comprehensive and local governments are
encouraged to define their own performance indicators.
Source: Various educational publications on emergency management
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Exhibit 23 – EXAMPLES OF FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENTS

2019*

Created a schedule of emergency exercises
Approved a new Emergency Management Specialist position
Created three ESS Coordinator positions to facilitate ESS planning and activities

2018

Purchased supplies for secondary EOC in Hope with UBCM EOC Grant
Purchased ESS supplies and funded ESS training with UBCM Emergency Social Services Grant
Developed an Emergency Preparedness Guide for residents (released to the public in May 2019)

*Year 2019 covers January to March
Source: Fraser Valley Regional District Documentation

Fraser Valley Regional District did not meet our
expectations in this area. Although the Regional
District made improvements to its emergency
management program, it had not used lessons
learned from exercises and activations to review,
evaluate and strengthen its emergency bylaw, plans
and procedures. The Regional District also had
not established any formal review or performance
measurement processes to assess its emergency
management progress.

255.

As a result, the Regional District’s emergency
plans did not accurately reflect its current capabilities or the needs and conditions of the community
to respond to emergencies.

256.

RECOMMENDATION FIFTEEN
As part of a continuous improvement process, the
Fraser Valley Regional District should improve data
collection, analysis, monitoring and reporting on its
emergency management program. This should include:
	
A performance measurement system that
assesses progress toward emergency
management objectives
	
Monitoring of progress
	
Regular and timely reporting to senior
management, the Board and the public on results

The Regional District had made a number of
improvements to its emergency management practices during the audit period, as shown in Exhibit 23.

257.

The Regional District had not implemented a
review process, such as emergency plan review, nor
did it have formal processes to measure or report to
stakeholders and elected officials on the performance and progress of its emergency management
program. As a whole, it lacked processes to support
learning and continuous improvement in its emergency management program.

258.

Staff said that they had informal post-event
debriefings to discuss learnings but did not use
them to develop action plans. After the 2018 freshet
event, staff identified improvements that would
strengthen the Regional District’s overall emergency
response and planning, including communication
and coordination. However, these recommendations were not presented to the Board or the
Electoral Area Services Committee for consideration and no corrective actions took place.

259.
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ABOUT THE AUDIT
The office of the aglg complies with the
independence requirements, other ethical requirements and rules of professional conduct of the
Chartered Professional Accountants of British
Columbia applicable to the practice of public
accounting and related to assurance engagements and the standards of conduct of the B.C.
Public Service.

260.

This audit was performed in accordance with
the standards for assurance engagements set out
by the Chartered Professional Accountants of
Canada in the CPA Handbook – Assurance and
Value-for-Money Auditing in the Public Sector, PS
5400, PS 6410, PS 6420 and Canadian Standard on
Assurance Engagements 3001 – direct engagements.
Additionally, the aglg applies Canadian Standards
on Quality Control, CSQC 1.
261.

OBJECTIVE
262. The overall objective of this performance audit
was to obtain reasonable assurance that the Fraser
Valley Regional District has effective emergency
management plans and programs in place.
PERIOD COVERED BY THE AUDIT
263. The audit covered the most current emergency
management plans and programs that were in place
as of March 2019. Our audit period was from
January 2018 to March 2019. We reviewed financial data and trend analysis from January 2015 to
March 2019. We completed our examination work
in May 2019.
AUDIT SCOPE AND APPROACH
264. The audit included a review of the Fraser Valley
Regional District’s performance in managing its
emergency management (including plans related to
the four phases: mitigation/prevention, preparedness, response and recovery), business continuity
management and key elements such as governance, policies and procedures, communications,
training and exercising and monitoring, reporting
and updating.
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265. The

audit did not include an investigation of
causes of past emergency events or an evaluation of
previous emergency event responses, however, we
examined any post-event learnings and how they
were reflected in current plans.
To carry out the audit, we designed detailed
audit procedures that we used to obtain sufficient
and appropriate audit evidence. We also reviewed
documents related to the audit topic, interviewed
internal and external stakeholders and analyzed

266.

relevant data and information.
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AUDIT CRITERIA
267. Performance audit criteria define the expectations against which we assessed the local
government’s performance. We identify our criteria
before we begin assessing a local government. We
intend them to be reasonable expectations for the
local government’s management of the area being
audited in order to achieve expected results and
outcomes. Current legislation and regulations serve
as an authoritative source of criteria for this audit.
268. Below are the criteria we used to assess the local

government:
AUDIT OBJECTIVES
Objective 1

The local government has an emergency
management system in alignment with
legislative requirements.

AUDIT CRITERIA

	The local government has prepared a local emergency plan that describes how to prepare
for, respond to and recover from emergencies and disasters based on the risk profile
of its jurisdictional area (hazard, risk and vulnerability analysis).

	The local emergency plan has provisions for establishing and managing the emergency

response team members, training, procedures for allocation of resources, procedures for
implementing the plan, emergency notifications, coordination of food, clothing, shelter
provision, etc., and priorities for restoring of essential services.

	The local government has established and maintained a local emergency organization
(internal and external) to develop and implement emergency plans and other
preparedness, response and recovery measures for emergencies and disasters.

	The local government has developed a clear process for periodic review and revision
of the local emergency plan and carried out this process.

	The local government has prepared an evacuation plan to coordinate providing food,

clothing, shelter, transportation and medical services to those impacted by emergencies.

	The local government has established and maintained an emergency
training and exercise program.
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AUDIT OBJECTIVES
Objective 2

The local government has emergency
management plans that include activities
necessary to respond to and manage the
consequences of an emergency event
in a timely manner.

AUDIT CRITERIA
The
	 local government provides organizational support for emergency management,
including policy direction and resource planning and allocation (facility, finance and
human resources).
The
	 local government has a committee comprised of local government personnel, agency
representatives and designated volunteers responsible for emergency management and
has established working relationships with these key stakeholders including having plans,
agreements, exercises and tests and joint training.
The
	 local emergency plan covers the designation, roles and functions and condition
requirements of an Emergency Operations Centre (EOC), the response activities at the
Emergency Operations Centre and team member training and deployment (human resource
management) during an emergency event.
Response
	
and recovery guidelines reflect the risks and hazards assessed, and outline key
actions in the response process, from the activation of the EOC, response activities at the
EOC, mobilization and declaration of a state of local emergency to evacuation steps.
The
	 local emergency plan covers emergency information management requirements,
including the roles and responsibilities of an Emergency Information Officer and
appropriate spokespersons, communication means and requirements for all key parties,
information distribution and controls at each response and recovery step.
The
	 local government has the infrastructure and capacity to establish and maintain
a volunteer strategy for emergency activities and to manage volunteers.
The
	 local government has an emergency support services strategy.
Educational
	
materials on emergency management are provided to raise public awareness.
Emergency
	
management team members are provided adequate training.
The
	 local emergency plan has been exercised and tested with relevant parties in frequency
and scale appropriate to the local government’s size, capacity, risk and impact assessment
and prioritization results.
The
	 local emergency plan reflects up-to-date policy requirements, lessons learned
from past incidents, exercises, tests and best practices.
The
	 local government is aware of the support outlined in the provincial strategy issued
by Emergency Management BC in 2015, “A Strategy to Advance Support for Local Authority
Emergency Management Programs.”
The
	 local government has necessary controls (bylaws, protocols, policies and procedures)
for the financial management of its emergency planning.
The
	 local government has developed clear frameworks to ensure the clarity of roles and
responsibilities between the local government and Emergency Management BC.
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AUDIT OBJECTIVES
Objective 3

The local government has developed a
business continuity management system
which contains the recovery procedures
necessary to resume critical operations
in the event of a disruption.

AUDIT CRITERIA

	The local government has assessed the needs of an organizational Business Continuity

Management System (BCMS) and set its scope expectation and objectives, such as risks
and uncertainties covered, services and boundaries, in consideration of interests of key
stakeholders, legislative requirements and organizational vision of the Fraser Valley
Regional District.

	Organizational support for BCMS is demonstrated, such as leadership, employee awareness
and policy support.

	Business continuity risks and impact are evaluated, prioritized and updated regularly.
	Resource requirements for BCMS, including financial, physical and human resources
have been identified and allocated.

	Business continuity processes (including response and restoration structure and

procedures) are developed based on risks assessed, and roles and responsibilities
for all involved parties within or outside of the local governments are identified.

	Business continuity policy and procedural requirements are implemented, and roles

and responsibilities are communicated to all relevant parties within and outside the
organization.

	Controls are in place to ensure BCMS information and documents are organized, accessible,
reliable and up to date.

	Business Continuity Plans (BCPs) are regularly tested and exercised to ensure feasibility
and effectiveness.

	BCMS is reviewed, evaluated and reported regularly to ensure effectiveness and

compatibility with policy, information system requirements and other emergency plans.

	BCPs reflect lessons learned and best practices and are subject to continuous monitoring
and improvement.
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SUMMARY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMENTS
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FRASER VALLEY REGIONAL DISTRICT ACTION PLAN
AGLG RECOMMENDATION

STEPS TAKEN

RESOURCES NEEDED

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET DATE

Senior
Leadership

Pending
Board
approval

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

RECOMMENDATION ONE
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should strengthen its emergency
management program by ensuring
it is consistently compliant with
statutory requirements set out
in the Emergency Program Act
and Local Authority Emergency
Management Regulation:

The Fraser Valley Regional District
hired an Emergency Management
Specialist who will be responsible
for implementing the day-to-day
elements of emergency management
as per the general direction of
the newly formed Emergency
Management Executive Committee.
Routine reporting to the Fraser Valley
Regional District Board of Directors
in regards to its status with statutory
requirements under the Emergency
Program Act to ensure they are
fully apprised of any shortfalls and
required funding or resources for full
compliance with legal obligations.
The Fraser Valley Regional District
has been actively participating in the
Union of B.C. Municipalities’ Flood
and Wildfire Advisory Committee
and subsequent Emergency
Program Modernization Advisory
Group. We respect the necessity to
comprehensively plan for all 4 phases
of emergency management and
continue to engage in the Emergency
Program Act modernization.
We are mindful that a fully compliant
program will take time to implement
and that additional resourcing
may be required in order to ensure
consistent compliance with relevant
legislation.

• Policy Direction – Establish and
maintain a formal emergency
management organization

Reviewed the current bylaws
and organization. Assembled an
Emergency Management Executive
Committee of senior leadership and
subject matter experts that aligns
with the current organizational
structure and industry best practices.
Terms of reference will be developed
for the Emergency Management
Executive Committee that stipulates
the necessity and obligations to raise
its prominence within the
organization and ensure it continues
in perpetuity.
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AGLG RECOMMENDATION

STEPS TAKEN

RESOURCES NEEDED

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET DATE

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS (continued)

RECOMMENDATION ONE (continued)
• Emergency Management
Organization Coordination –
Establish formal accountabilities
and responsibilities for the
emergency coordinator and
ensure emergency management
program documentation is
updated to reflect them

2020 –
Board &
Quarter 4
Emergency
Management
Executive
Committee

Will revise the accountabilities and
responsibilities of both the Manager
of Electoral Area Emergency
Services and the recently on-boarded
Emergency Management Specialist to
clearly reflect statutory obligations
and the Fraser Valley Regional
District’s on going commitment
to emergency management. All
changes will be reflected in relevant
documentation.
The work plans of each role will
be reviewed by the Emergency
Management Executive Committee
on an annual basis to provide
required direction on reaching yearly
priorities.

• Risk Assessment – Regularly
assess community risks and
hazards and ensure plans address
identified risks

Ongoing
Emergency
Management
Executive
Committee

Will review its Hazard, Risk,
Vulnerability Assessment profile and
data among internal departments to
ensure it captures identified hazard/
risk profiles, and update plan in
accordance with best practices and
organizational capacity.
Set policy to ensure that the plan is
reviewed annually so that it is kept
up to date with new or emerging
issues, risks and hazards (as per the
answer below).

• Review Process – Review and
revise the process by which
emergency plans are reviewed to
ensure that it is consistent with
the policy and other emergency
management documentation
- Implement a process to regularly
review emergency plans to ensure
they are updated to address
changing risks, organizational
needs and priorities
• Emergency Support Services –
Develop an emergency support
services strategy and plan that
effectively supports the emergency
management program and
considers assistance that could
be provided by non-government
organizations

AUDIT REPORT 2019/20

Ongoing
Emergency
Management
Executive
Committee

The need for emergency management
documentation to be analyzed and
reviewed on a regular basis will
be set in policy. Review processes
may be added to a Comprehensive
Emergency and Business Continuity
Management Plan and Program.

Will develop an Emergency Support
Services strategy and plan that
effectively supports the emergency
management program. Relationships
with non-government organizations
are developing.

Emergency Support
Services volunteers,
suppliers,
community
partners

2021 –
Emergency
Management Quarter 2
Branch staff
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TARGET DATE

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS (continued)

RECOMMENDATION ONE (continued)
• Essential Services Restoration –
Formally identify essential
services and establish priorities
for restoring these services.
Communicate to service
providers about priorities for
restoring essential services not
provided by the Regional District
that might be interrupted during
an emergency or disaster

Essential internal services have been
identified and will be addressed
in future plans. Will continue to
build relationships with external
service providers so that in the event
that restoration is required any
interruption will be minimized or an
alternative delivery mechanism is
identified.

2021 –
Emergency
Management Quarter 3
Executive
Committee,
External
Stakeholders

Fraser Valley Regional District
has reviewed bylaws and will
revise in accordance with statutory
requirements.

Board &
2020 –
Emergency
Quarter 4
Management
Executive
Committee

GOVERNANCE

RECOMMENDATION TWO
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should update its emergency
management bylaws following
leading practices. It should
ensure bylaws are in compliance
with statutory requirements
and implemented in practice as
intended.
As part of its bylaw improvement
process, the Fraser Valley
Regional District should review
its emergency management
governance structure and processes
to ensure the Regional District
provides effective oversight
and support for its emergency
management program. The
Regional District should:

Related Fraser Valley Regional
District policy and terms of reference
for Emergency Management
Committees will provide assurance
that bylaw provisions are
implemented in practice as intended.

• Establish a fully functioning
internal oversight body, such
as an Executive Committee or
Emergency Planning Committee,
to set policy direction, strategic
priorities and oversight of the
emergency management program

An internal Emergency Management
Executive Committee has been
assembled of senior leadership and
will be reflected in bylaw revisions.

• Establish working groups tasked
with fulfiling certain aspects of
the program

Will consider whether working
groups suit the organization in
light of having hired an Emergency
Management Specialist.

• Develop terms of reference for
emergency-related committees

Will develop terms of reference for
Emergency Management Committees.

• Formally identify specific
responsibilities and
accountabilities for the Manager
of Electoral Area Emergency
Services

As noted above, the job description
of the Manager of Electoral Area
Emergency services will be revised
to accurately reflect specific
responsibilities and accountabilities.

• Ensure that accounting practices
are compliant with statutory
requirements

Accounting practices have been
reviewed and practices will continue
to be in accordance with statutory
requirements.
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STEPS TAKEN

RESOURCES NEEDED

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET DATE

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING

RECOMMENDATION THREE
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should strengthen its emergency
risk assessment and management
processes by:

As to be set in policy, the Fraser
Valley Regional District will regularly
review its Hazard, Risk and
Vulnerability Assessment profile and
data among internal departments
to ensure it captures identified
hazard/risk profiles, and routinely
update plan in accordance with best
practices and organizational capacity.

• Establishing a formal and
regular risk assessment and
review process in each electoral
area, identifying the impacts of
these risks in a consistent way
and incorporating them into the
consolidated Hazard, Risk and
Vulnerability Assessment. The
assessment should consolidate all
the risks and hazards identified
across various documents and
inform emergency management
planning

As already identified, routine
reporting to the Fraser Valley
Regional District Board of Directors
in regards to the emergency
management program will commence
which will include regular reviews
of risks, hazards and mitigation
strategies

• Reporting to the Board and other
bodies charged with emergency
management program oversight
on changes in risks and hazards
faced by its communities,
including mitigation strategies to
address them

This issue will be discussed among
the Emergency Management
Executive Committee to determine
possible courses of action to assure
that other bodies charged with
emergency management are kept
apprised of changes. Consideration
will be given to provincial workshops
that can be offered at the local level.

Board &
2021 –
Emergency
Quarter 4
Management
Executive
Committee

RECOMMENDATION FOUR
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should strengthen its emergency
plans, including supplementary
plans and procedures, and ensure
the plans:
• Address all four phases of
emergency management,
including mitigation/prevention,
preparedness, response and
recovery
• Align with the Regional District’s
current emergency management
priorities, hazards and resources
• Have information and procedures
that are consistent, crossreferenced and easily accessible
The Regional District should
ensure all emergency management
personnel are familiar with its
emergency plans and procedures.
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Within the portfolio of the
Emergency Management Specialist
a Comprehensive Emergency and
Business Continuity Management
Plan and Program will address the 4
phases of Emergency Management.

Emergency
Management
Training and
Exercise Plan and
program

2023 –
Emergency
Management Quarter 2
Executive
Committee
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STEPS TAKEN
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TARGET DATE

Community
Emergency
Planning Guide
with local
evacuation
planning templates

Local
2026 –
Community Quarter 4
groups, &
Emergency
Management
Executive
Committee

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING (continued)

RECOMMENDATION FIVE
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should strengthen its approach to
managing evacuations following
leading practices. These include:
• Continuing to develop detailed
evacuation planning within
prioritized electoral areas
• Augmenting established
regional evacuation plans by
identifying potential evacuation
routes, assembly points and
transportation resources
• Ensuring evacuation plans are
scalable to allow flexibility

The Fraser Valley Regional District
recognizes that all eight electoral
areas are of equal priority and each
may present unique challenges. The
Fraser Valley Regional District will
continue to develop evacuation plans,
with the intention of each being
scalable and flexible, and align them
with the Emergency Management
Strategic Plan.
Will incorporate external
stakeholders that offer alternate
egress routes during emergencies,
acknowledge existing plans
established by other authorities, and
keep momentum moving forward
with existing relationships and
stakeholders, while confirming
alignment with the Emergency
Management Strategic Plan and
corporate strategic development
initiatives.

RECOMMENDATION SIX
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should improve the effectiveness
of its Emergency Operations
Centres by:
• Ensuring that emergency
documentation lists locations
and available resources of all
Emergency Operations Centres,
including functional and
departmental emergency plans

Fraser Valley Regional District
recognizes that due to our vast
geography the Emergency Operations
Centre is fluid and may be activated
in any area that is dictated by the
nature of an emergency. Currently
reviewing identified Emergency
Operations Centres for functionality,
accessibility, practicality, and safety.
Will align location of Emergency
Operations Centre documentation,
supplies and equipment upon
completion of internal review.

Emergency
2024 –
Management Quarter 4
Executive
Committee

• Aligning Emergency Operations
Centre roles and responsibilities
in emergency documentation
and ensuring that relevant staff
Will be addressed in Comprehensive
are familiar with their functions
Emergency and Business Continuity
during emergency activations and
Management Plan and Program,
deactivations
and broader Fraser Valley Regional
• Communicating with and
District staff training.
training staff to be aware
of critical resources and
emergency documentation at the
Emergency Operations Centres
and designating appropriate
alternatives or backups as
necessary
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STEPS TAKEN
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TARGET DATE

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING (continued)

RECOMMENDATION SEVEN
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should strengthen its emergency
communication processes by:
• Regularly reviewing and updating
its emergency communications
plans and guidelines to ensure
they are comprehensive and
reflect available resources
• Ensuring internal and external
communication processes and
designated information personnel
are consistently identified and
described in emergency plans and
other documentation
• Raising staff awareness of
emergency communication
processes and authorities through
activities such as training and
exercises
• Ensuring that a hard copy of
all relevant documentation is
kept at the primary Emergency
Operations Centre and can be
easily retrieved electronically
when needed

Fraser Valley Regional District is
identifying internal communications
processes, standards and best
practices. Departments will
work together to align the
pre-existing standards into a crisis
communications plan, as part of
the developing Comprehensive
Emergency and Business Continuity
Management Plan.

Staff & newly hired Emergency
2023 –
Human Resources
Management Quarter 4
manager
Executive
Committee

Access to essential documentation in
a timely manner during Emergency
Operations Centre activation
has been identified. This will be
addressed in alignment with internal
review of static and dynamic
Emergency Operations Centre
locations. The Fraser Valley Regional
District Emergency Management
Executive Committee has identified
technological updates and options to
address access to essential Emergency
Operations Centre documentation
and information.

RECOMMENDATION EIGHT
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should strengthen its coordination
with relevant parties on emergency
management by:
• Considering a more proactive
role at the regional level, through
the newly proposed Fraser Valley
Regional Emergency Planners
Committee, or other regional
body, to share and coordinate
emergency management planning,
resources and expertise with
municipal partners, First Nations
and other partners
• Establishing partnerships and
mutual aid agreements with
nearby local governments, First
Nations and relevant stakeholders
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The Fraser Valley Regional District
will continue to build relationships
with authorities, agencies and
organizations that are committed
to public safety and have interest in
greater collaboration.

Emergency
2024 –
Management Quarter 3
Executive
Committee
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Pending legal
Board &
consultation
Emergency
Management
Executive
Committee

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING (continued)

RECOMMENDATION EIGHT (continued)
• Establishing a formal agreement
with the Cultus Lake Park Board
that clarifies the authority and
responsibility of the Fraser Valley
Regional District to provide
and coordinate emergency
management services within
the park

The Fraser Valley Regional District
will seek legal consult to confirm
authority and responsibilities of
Fraser Valley Regional District in the
geography of the Cultus Lake Park
Board.

Cultus Lake Park
Board & legal
consultation

• Establishing formal agreements
with suppliers and contractors to
secure emergency supplies and
resources

Will review existing arrangements
with suppliers and contractors
and identify methods of securing
emergency resources suppliers.

• Raising staff awareness of their
roles and responsibilities in
different committees

The Fraser Valley Regional District
will consider staff involvement in
committees with greater analysis.

Emergency Social
Services Volunteers,
Non-Governmental
Organization
relationships and
agreements

• Developing and implementing a
volunteer management strategy
that engages volunteer members
with appropriate training and
effectively utilizes volunteer
resources, including support
that could be provided by
non-government organizations

The Fraser Valley Regional District
is currently developing a volunteer
recruitment strategy and has begun
developing relationships with
agencies and organizations.

Ongoing

2022 –
Quarter 1

RECOMMENDATION NINE
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should consider collaborating
with member municipalities, First
Nations and neighbouring local
governments to develop a debris
management plan that supports
recovery from an emergency and
increases community resilience.

The Fraser Valley Regional
District has a Disaster Debris
Management Plan draft and will
invite neighbouring authorities, local
government regional solid waste
management personnel and First
Nations to a collaborative table to
discuss possible cooperation and
coordination options.

Staff, neighbouring
local authority
representatives,
First Nations
representatives,
industry
representatives,
and subject matter
experts

Emergency
2023 –
Management Quarter 3
Specialist
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING (continued)

RECOMMENDATION TEN
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should continue to strengthen its
business continuity program to
facilitate the timely recovery of
critical business services by:
• Strengthening its business
continuity policy and completing
its business continuity plan
following leading practices,
Emergency Management BC
recommendations and internally
established timelines
• Collaborating with other local
governments in developing the
business continuity program to
exchange ideas, lessons learned
and good practices

Internal assessments for continuity
Staff
of governance and essential services
have been completed and will result
in a Business Continuity Plan. Once
a preliminary draft is complete, the
Fraser Valley Regional District will
work collaboratively with other local
governments to assure its resilience.
As part of formalizing the plan, a
program champion and their roles
and responsibilities and ongoing
resources and support required will
be identified and costing brought
forward to the Fraser Valley Regional
District Board.

• Ensuring that the Regional
District’s Business Continuity
Committee follows its terms of
reference
• Formally identifying a business
continuity program champion
and defining roles and
responsibilities for this individual
• Developing staff competencies
and providing training required
for developing and implementing
a business continuity program
• Identifying ongoing resources
and support required for the
business continuity program and
incorporating it into the budget
• Establishing formal service
agreements with suppliers
and service providers to
guarantee priority service during
emergencies
• Aligning all departmental
emergency response and
recovery plans and procedures to
incorporate established business
continuity processes
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The Fraser Valley Regional
District has unified the Business
Continuity Committee with the
Emergency Management Executive
Committee to ensure responsible
use of resources. Business continuity
training and exercises will fall
within a future Comprehensive
Emergency and Business Continuity
Management Plan/Program.

Emergency
2021 –
Management Quarter 4
Executive
Committee
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The Fraser Valley Regional District
will identify methods to capture
time spent and associated costs of
both its staff and volunteers within
its emergency program in order
to have a better understanding of
full program costs and ensure the
Regional District’s budget accurately
reflects the total program cost. These
metrics will be evaluated on an
ongoing basis.

Staff

Emergency
2020 –
Management Quarter 4
Executive
Committee

Staff

Emergency
2021 –
Management Quarter 2
Executive
Committee

Staff

Emergency
2022 –
Management Quarter 2
Executive
Committee

RESOURCING

RECOMMENDATION ELEVEN
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should identify all relevant costs
associated with its emergency
management program, including
staff and volunteer time spent on
emergency management, in order
to have a better understanding
of full program costs and ensure
the Regional District’s budget
accurately reflects the total
program cost.
TRAINING

RECOMMENDATION TWELVE
The Fraser Valley Regional District The Fraser Valley Regional District
should adopt a holistic approach
will adopt a holistic approach to
to emergency management training emergency management training
and develop a program, including
and develop a multi-year training
a multi-year training plan for
and exercise program for staff
its staff and elected officials,
and elected officials that is part of
that formally identifies training
an overarching staff training and
requirements and focuses on
development program.
increasing proficiencies required
for the success of its emergency
management program.
EXERCISING AND TESTING

RECOMMENDATION THIRTEEN
The Fraser Valley Regional District
should adopt a strategic approach
to exercising its emergency
management program by:
• Developing an exercise plan that
is aligned with training needs
and supports and validates
the effectiveness of emergency
response and business continuity
recovery plans
• Implementing an exercise
planning and design process to
ensure emergency and business
continuity exercises and
learning objectives align with
organizational risks and priorities

A training and exercise program are
in development. This will include
drills, tabletops, functional and fullscale exercise opportunities. Also
included are sections on debriefing
and After-Action reporting to
ensure development opportunities
are identified when gaps are
demonstrated. The Fraser Valley
Regional District is engaging in
neighbouring exercises, including
with Whatcom County, WA
Emergency Management and will
consider opportunities to participate
in other body’s exercises as time and
resources allow.

• Debriefing upon completion of
an exercise or actual response to
an emergency and creating action
plans that follow up on lessons
learned
• Considering opportunities to
participate in provincial-level
emergency exercises, such as
the Exercise Coastal Response
tentatively scheduled for 2022
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EXERCISING AND TESTING (continued)
The Fraser Valley Regional
District staff should continue
conducting progressive, smaller,
in-house exercises to further
increase familiarity with roles and
responsibilities and to validate
emergency plans in preparation for
and to augment larger scale joint
exercises.
PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER AWARENESS AND EDUCATION

RECOMMENDATION FOURTEEN
The Fraser Valley Regional
District should strengthen public
awareness and education of
emergency management by:
• Formally assigning responsibility
to a particular individual for
raising public awareness and
developing educational materials
on emergency management

The Fraser Valley Regional District
Staff & local area
will work with its Communications
volunteers
staff to ensure that we are sharing
information provided by the Province
of BC (www.preparedbc.ca) and
Government of Canada
(www.getprepared.ca).

The Fraser Valley Regional District
will develop a community-based
emergency planning guide with
• Identifying short-term and
information
on evacuation planning
long-term priorities for public
for local area groups that already
awareness and education
exist and are reaching out to
• Ensuring public awareness and
pre-existing groups to learn about
educational materials are released
local area emergency planning needs.
in a timely manner

Emergency
Ongoing
Management
Specialist

Community
Emergency
Planning Guide
with evacuation
planning
information and
local area focus

• Considering smaller
neighborhood/community
awareness and preparedness
initiatives, given the large
geographic area
MAINTENANCE AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

RECOMMENDATION FIFTEEN
As part of a continuous
improvement process, the Fraser
Valley Regional District should
improve data collection, analysis,
monitoring and reporting on its
emergency management program.
This should include:
•A
 performance measurement
system that assesses progress
toward emergency management
objectives
•M
 onitoring of progress
•R
 egular and timely reporting to
senior management, the Board
and the public on results
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The Fraser Valley Regional District
will identify continuous improvement
processes and provide regular and
timely reporting to senior leadership
in accordance with corporate policy
and link emergency management
development and progress to future
strategic planning.

Staff & Internal
quantification
metrics

Ongoing
Emergency
Management
Executive
Committee
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AGLG CONTACT INFORMATION

STAY CONNECTED WITH THE AGLG

The aglg welcomes your feedback and
comments. Contact us via email info@aglg.ca, our
website at www.aglg.ca or follow us on Twitter
@BC_AGLG.
You may also contact us by telephone, fax or mail:
PHONE: 604–930–7100
FAX: 604–930–7128
MAIL: 201–10470 152nd STREET SURREY B.C. V3R OY3
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